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T H E  S C I E N C E  o f  B R I L L I A N T .Find out more at www.trijicon.com

7075 aluminum 
forged housing

Reduced tunnel vision
or tube effect

Ambidextrous control knob
shooting hand

never leaves fire control

Sub-flush adjusters
prevents accidental

adjustment
S U P E R I O R  F E A T U R E S

 BROTHERS IN ARMS.

 Engineered with the same innovative advantages as the battle-tested ACOG.

Introducing the Trijicon MROTM (Miniature Rifle Optic) 
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ADS provides a single-source solution to meet 
your mission requirements as cost-effectively as 
possible. Your mission is the sole purpose of every 
member of the ADS team, many of whom are military 
veterans and members of military families.  We are 
focused on solving your challenges through the largest 
product and service selection, the broadest array of 
procurement and contract options and world-class support and  
logistics solutions to enhance readiness and your acquisition strategy.

ADS provides a broad scope of Weapons and 
Optics products combined with unrivaled 
procurement and support solutions ensures we 
can meet your requirements and reduce your 
cost of readiness. We partner with the industry’s 
leading manufacturers to offer a unique variety of 
weapon components, accessories, and support 

solutions to enhance and maintain your weapon platforms. ADS also provides 
pre-configured and custom kitting solutions to meet your specific weapons 
maintenance and capabilities upgrade needs. 

BRING US YOUR  
MISSION REQUIREMENT  
AND WE WILL HELP YOU 
IDENTIFY THE BEST 
SOLUTION TO MEET IT. 

If the right solution doesn’t exist, 
we’ll leverage our expertise and 
work with our partners to create it. 
We’ll offer you a range of contract 
vehicles for procurement, manage 
the entire supply chain and get 
your equipment to you when and 
where you need it – without fail.

ADS IS CERTIFIED TO THE ISO 9001:2008 QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

ADS complies with all applicable United States export-control laws and regulations. We have the ability to apply for all 
necessary licenses required by the International Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR), the Export Administration Regulations 
(EAR), and Title 15, sections 730-774 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) as promulgated and implemented by 
the Department of Commerce. ADS has established procedures and administrative support to aid our international 
customers in complying with these laws and regulations. This includes abiding by the export rules and regulations set 
forth by the various agencies of the United States Government.

 EQUIPMENT & SERVICES-  

 PROCUREMENT & CONTRACTS-  

 SUPPORT & LOGISTICS-

ADS Inc. is a leading solutions provider that 

proudly serves all branches of the U.S. Military, 

federal, state and local government organizations, 

law enforcement agencies, first responders, 

partner nations and the defense industry.

© 2015 ADS, Inc. C0079 12/15

855.819.4241  
ADSINC.COM/ 
WEAPON-SOLUTIONS
621 Lynnhaven Pkwy., Ste. 400
Virginia Beach, VA 23452

250   
WEAPONS & OPTICS 

PARTNERS

Cleaning & Maintenance    Components & Systems 

Kitting    Storage    Training

Visual Augmentation    Weapons & Accessories

*Bloomberg Government BGOV 200 Federal Industry Leaders 2014/2015.

ADS CONSISTENTLY RANKS 
AMONG THE TOP 200 FEDERAL 
INDUSTRY LEADERS.*

#56
Overall among

FEDERAL
contractors

#34
Top 50

DOD
contractors

We understand your 
mission because 
we’ve been there.

1,400   
Combined Years of
Military Service

2,400+
WEAPONS & OPTICS 

PRODUCTS

OUR PURPOSE.
YOUR MISSION.



 ADS MEETS THE  

 MOST CHALLENGING 

 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS. 

 BRING US YOURS. 
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UNMATCHED

 EQUIPMENT & SERVICES-

CAPABILITIES.
adsinc.com/equipment

Our capabilities are unmatched. We can meet even the most 

challenging requirements. Bring us your mission.

ADS has the most extensive product and service portfolio available. We provide 
military, law enforcement agencies and first responders a single-source solution to 
meet any mission requirement as cost-effectively as possible.

With subject matter experts in virtually every category, we help our customers 
research and develop specialized, custom equipment solutions. Our internal 
technical expertise and robust external partner-network designs systems and 
efficiently executes development projects including rapid prototyping.
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SPECIAL
MISSIONS
 CWMD, EOD, FIRST RESPONDER, MARITIME & DIVING
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SDVOSB

Small Business, Yes.  Large ideas and 
capability, Yes.  National Mission Force 
pedigree specializing in Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, 
Explosives (CBRNE), IED, WMD, 
HME, SOF EOD and Dismounted
EOD operations.

Introducing NEW exciting products:
The FIVE.56 ™  Tool Sets 
The Grapnel
UBit
PBit
MBit

Find us on page 74 

www.zeropointusa.com

Modular Charge System Find out more about the 
MCS using this QR code

INNOVATION TO INTEGRATION

OUR PURPOSE. YOUR MISSION.
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COMBAT 
SUPPORT

EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

 ENERGY EFFICIENCY

 EXPEDITIONARY

 HEAVY EQUIPMENT

 KITTING

 TOOLS

 SAFETY PRODUCTS

 STORAGE

 VEHICLES

OUR PURPOSE. YOUR MISSION.
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  Command

 Control

 Communications

 Computers

 Intelligence

 Surveillance

 Reconnaissance

C4ISR
EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

 OUR PURPOSE. 
 YOUR MISSION.  
 Equipment, Procurement,  
 & Support Solutions 

ADSINC.COM

INTERNATIONAL

CATALOG 
 VOLUM

E 1.0EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

OUR PURPOSE. YOUR MISSION.
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EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

 CARDIOVASCULAR TRAINING

 DEPLOYABLE TRAINING SYSTEMS

 FUNCTIONAL FITNESS

 PERFORMANCE FLOORING

 STRENGTH & POWER 

 THERAPY & REHABILITATION

PERFORMANCE
HUMAN

THE MOST EXTENSIVE 
PRODUCT & SERVICE 
PORTFOLIO AVAILABLE.
Download and order your  
category-specific catalogs online.

OVER 6,500 PRODUCTS:
Custom & Pre-Configured Kits
Expeditionary Structures
Environmental Support 
Energy Efficiency 
Power Distribution 
Perimeter & Security 
Storage & Safety 
TEK Solutions (Tools, Equipment, & Kitting) 

Vehicles & Heavy Equipment

680 CSE
PARTNERS

OVER 3,200 PRODUCTS:
Antennas
C4ISR Kits
Headsets
ISR
Power Supplies 
Radios & Accessories 
SATCOM 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems

330 C4ISR
PARTNERS

OVER 6,000 PRODUCTS:
CWMD & CBRNe Defense
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
First Responder Specialty Kits
Maritime & Diving

456 SMS
PARTNERS

OVER 2,400 PRODUCTS:
Cleaning & Maintenance
Components & Systems 
Kitting & Storage 
Training
Visual Augmentation 
Weapons & Accessories

250 WEAPONS & OPTICS
PARTNERS

OVER 2,300 PRODUCTS:
Combat Medical & TCCC 
Custom Medical Kitting 
Domestic Preparedness  
Emergency Medical Services 
Evacuation & Rescue 
Battalion Aid Stations 
Medical Treatment Facilities

200 MEDICAL
PARTNERS

OVER 30,000 PRODUCTS:
Law Enforcement & Corrections
Defense & Security Contracting
Personal Protective Equipment
Operational Clothing
Individual Equipment
Specialty Kits

800 OCIE
PARTNERS

EQUIPMENT  
& SERVICES

 OUR PURPOSE. 
 YOUR MISSION.
 Equipment, Procurement,  
 & Support Solutions 

EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

ADSINC.COM

CATALOG  VOLUM
E 1.0

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE & TACTICAL

OCIE

OUR PURPOSE. YOUR MISSION.

  VOL. 5.0

MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

 CASUALTY EVACUATION

 FIELD DIAGNOSTICS  

& PATIENT CARE

 HEMORRHAGE CONTROL

 MEDICAL STORAGE

 PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

 TRAINING

 TRAUMA IMMOBILIZATION

 TRAUMA RESPONSE



Warrior Expo is the premiere industry event that brings end users, program managers, 
and procurement specialists together with industry-leading solutions providers in an en-
vironment designed specifically for government and defense organizations.  Attendees 
can take advantage of demonstrations, exhibits, and learn about the latest equipment, 
procurement, and support solutions for maintaining operational readiness.

WARRIOR EXPO WEST    SAN DIEGO, CA   |   WARRIOR EXPO EAST    VIRGINIA BEACH, VA
REGISTER ONLINE OR CONTACT YOUR ADS REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION  WARRIOR-EXPO.COM | +1 855.276.4242 

C4ISR  |  Combat Support  |  Medical  |  OCIE, Personal Protective, & Tactical  |  Special Missions  |  Weapons & Optics

© 2015 ADS, Inc.  The ADS logo and Warrior Expo are registered trademarks of ADS, Inc.     A0273  12/15

BRING US 
YOUR 
MISSION.

ADSINC.COM

OUR PURPOSE. YOUR MISSION.

warrior-expo.com



 PROCUREMENT &-  

 CONTRACTS-

MADE EASY.
adsinc.com/procurement

GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
CATEGORY RANKINGS*

#5 Facilities Supplies

#6 Engines & Aircraft
Components

#9 Clothing

#55 Weapons & Ammunition

# 72 Sustainment Materials

# 84 Technology Equipment

# 93 Training Devices

# 96 Support Ships & Small Crafts

PROCUREMENT 
& CONTRACTS

“ Working with ADS and utilizing the 
DLA TLS Program has truly been easy 
compared to the usual contracting 
procedure. ADS supports each request 
from “cradle to grave,” and updates us 
during each step of the Program.”

S-3 Division 
Leading Chief Petty Officer

U.S. Navy

ADS serves as a single-source solution for our government and 
commercial customers’ procurement and acquisition strategies. 

Put our resources to the test. Our dedicated Contracts department has more than 
a decade of experience helping government customers identify optimal contracting 
and procurement strategies, ranging from large-scale, complex and broad reaching 
requirements, to unit-level solutions.  We can develop an organization-specific solution 
tailored for the equipment, services and support solutions your mission requires. 

We offer a wide variety of contract vehicles ideally suited to simplify and 
streamline your procurement process, increase efficiencies and provide 
readiness at reduced cost.  From Governmentwide Acquisition (GWAC) and 
service-specific contracts, to tailored solutions such as agency IDIQs, we can 
provide a procurement strategy for your requirement.

OUR PERFORMANCE 
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

Put our resources to the test. We 
can develop an organization-
specific solution tailored for the 
solutions your mission requires.

*Federal Procurement Data System 2014

Multiple DLA Tailored Logistics 
Support (TLS) Programs: 

  Special Operational Equipment (SOE) 
  Fire & Emergency Services (FES) 

  Heavy Equipment Procurement Program (HEPP)

  Medical Prime Vendor DAPA & ECAT Schedules

  MRO CENTCOM Contract 

ADS is as a Gold Tier supplier for the 
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) as part 
of the Department of Defense (DOD) Superior 
Supplier Incentive Program (SSIP). Our top-tier 
distinction by the DLA is in the highest bracket 
that can be awarded to a company. 

#7
Top 10

DLA
contractor*

DLA TOP 
PERFORMER 

Over 175 Partners and 25,000 
Products on Schedule.

  Buildings & Building Materials:  
Schedule 56

  Hardware Superstore: Schedule 51V
  Law Enforcement & Emergency  
Response: Schedule 84

  Medical Equipment & Supplies:  
Schedule 65IIA

  Outdoor & Recreation: Schedule 78
  Training Services MOBIS:  
Schedule 874

#32
Top 50

GSA
contractor*

MULTIPLE 
CONTRACTS 

  CBRNe COTS IDIQ GSA Contract

  DOD EMALL
Automotive
GSA Emall
Hardware
Law Enforcement

  NSNs in Stock, Ready for Delivery

  SeaPort-e

  Multiple SPAWAR C4ISR Contracts
SPAWAR COTS Comms/C2 Products 
SPAWAR COTS ISR Support Equipment

  Small Business Partnerships
8(a) SDB
Women-Owned (WOSB)
Service Disabled Veteran Owned (SDVOSB)
HUBZone

  Mandatory Sources
AbilityOne
National Industries for the Blind (NIB)
SourceAmerica
Unicor

  Organization Specific Blanket  
Purchase Agreements (BPAs)



 ADS SUPPORT SOLUTIONS 

 ARE DESIGNED TO 

 ENHANCE EACH PHASE 

 OF YOUR ACQUISITION PROCESS. 

8             Image shot on the Canon 1Dx @canonusa.com



PACKAGING  
& ENGINEERING

ADS designs and engineers custom 
storage and packaging solutions for 
many of our customers. We provide 
increased protection and organization 
of mission-critical equipment.

WAREHOUSING & 
TRANSPORTATION

ADS works directly with program 
managers and purchasing authorities 
to consolidate, warehouse, maintain 
inventory levels and distribute 
equipment and supplies to meet their 
mission requirements. 

Regardless of size or scope, our 
technology-driven kitting and assembly 
operations will meet and exceed your 
mission requirements and reduce your 
cost of readiness. 

From large scale and complex kitting 
programs for Maintenance, Repair 
and Operations (MRO), to unit-level 
requirements for combat support missions, 
our past performance speaks for itself.

ADS provides value-added logistics support capabilities 

to your procurement requirements, helping you get the 

equipment you need quickly and efficiently.  

From kitting and assembly, packaging and engineering, to warehousing and 
transportation, our logistics experts serve as a force-multiplier for our clients by 
reducing logistics support burdens and allowing them to focus on their mission.

1,500
KITTED SOLUTIONS

KITTING & ASSEMBLY

BRINGING TOGETHER 
THE RIGHT PRODUCTS 
AND PROCUREMENT 
IS ONLY PART OF THE 
SOLUTION. 
Without world class logistics 
and supply chain support, your 
readiness is at risk. 

WORLD CLASS

-SUPPORT & LOGISTICS 

SOLUTIONS.  
adsinc.com/support-solutions

“ ADS is the only company I can count on 
to acquire the items we need at a reason-
able price and in a timely manner.”

 Assault Craft Unit ONE (ACU 1)

Supply Chain Management
ADS manages the supply chain for many of our 
customers’ requirements.  We warehouse, kit, assemble 
and distribute equipment according to their specific 
requirements. Our dedicated supply chain management 
team is responsible for production planning, logistics, 
transportation and tracking to ensure on time delivery of 
our customers’ mission-critical equipment.

Research & Development
We utilize our subject matter expertise and broad 
network of manufacturing partners to research 
and develop integrated, modular, interoperable 
and flexible multi-mission equipment solutions.

Total Asset Visibility
Our secure web-based systems provide program 
managers transparent oversight of the complete 
supply chain data required to manage an 
efficient organization.

Life Cycle Management
We assume overall responsibility for complete 
program management including procurement, 
scheduling, subcontractor management, quality 
assurance, warranty management, returns 
and all required deliverables for complete 
compliance with contractual requirements.

SUPPORT & LOGISTICS

SOLUTIONS



LETHALITY
TIME FOR A

CHECK
CREW-SERVED WEAPONS ARE EXTREMELY EFFECTIVE AT 

DELIVERING HIGH VOLUMES OF DIRECT FIRE FOR AREA 

SUPPRESSION. AT THE PLATOON LEVEL, THEY EXTEND A 

UNIT’S REACH BEYOND THE CAPABILITIES OF INDIVIDUAL 

WEAPONS AND CAN ENGAGE A WIDE RANGE OF TARGETS 

FROM DISMOUNTED THREATS TO LIGHT VEHICLES. 

Light and medium crew-served weapons 
such as the Squad Automatic Weapon 
(SAW) M249 Light Machine Gun (LMG) or 
M240B Medium Machine Gun (MMG), may 
be hand carried and fired while moving.  
Larger weapons, such as the .50 caliber 
M2HB Heavy Machine Gun (HMG) and  
MK 19 Automatic Grenade Launcher (AGL) 
must be vehicle or ground mounted.

Generally, only basic issue items are included when 
systems are initially fielded and enhancements to 
carriage, optics, visual augmentation, and mounting set 
up have not always been considered key components.  
ADS partners with the best in industry to develop 
crew-served weapon solutions for every branch of the 
military that leverage existing, combat proven, optics 
and components within current programs of record for 

ease of acquisition. These systems significantly increase lethality while reducing the 
amount of ammunition expended to successfully engage targets. They combine the 
right “marriage” of day/night optics, mounts, reduced recoil technology, and drop 
compensation enhancements to significantly improve accuracy and reliability. 
These systems also provide increased versatility by utilizing day optics which allow 
for interchangeable reticles, lens sizes, and magnification. 

REGARDLESS OF SIZE, 

CREW-SERVED WEAPONS 

PRESENT A UNIQUE SET OF 

CHALLENGES THAT REQUIRE 

SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS FOR 

THE MISSION SET AT HAND. 

ADS CSOSS KIT
M2/MK19 CREW-SERVED OPTICAL SIGHTING SYSTEM
Cadex SOLO Sight Mount  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

Leupold Mark 8™ CQBSS™ & Eye Cup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44

Storage & Transport Options: 
 Custom Pelican foam case  
 London Bridge Trading (LBT)  

  nylon carry case

10             



LETHALITY
Co-Authored with Eric Graves
SoldierSystems.net

 LEVERAGING EXISTING, COMBAT 

 PROVEN OPTICS AND COMPONENTS 

 WITHIN CURRENT PROGRAMS OF RECORD 

 TO INCREASE WEAPON LETHALITY 

When it comes 
to training and 
maintaining readiness with 
crew-served weapons, 
organizations face a 
variety of challenges from 
limited range time, to 

ammunition expense, and access to training systems that 
increase precise shooting and engagement hit 
ratios. Solutions are available through ADS 
that increase range safety, maximize range 
time efficiencies, reduce ammunition use, 
and positively increase gunner qualification 
results. These systems utilize remote, 
down-range video cameras to provide accurate 
shot measurement and statistical performance 
measurements with minimal personnel presence.  
When access to outdoor range time is limited, laser-
based simulation systems integrate gunnery and crew 
training for any platform. These ultra-realistic systems 
feature life-size 3D character models that mimic 
life-like movements and reactions. They also provide 
camera and recording technology to capture visual 
and audible communication for instructor and student 
review. Additionally, portable and containerized mobile 
range solutions are available that are affordable, 
easy to store, and provide units with their own range 
whether at home station or deployed.

MAINTAINING READINESS WITH 

CREW-SERVED WEAPONS IN 

THE CURRENT DOD BUDGET 

ENVIRONMENT COMES WITH 

ITS OWN CHALLENGES. 

ADS CSDN KIT
M240 CREW-SERVED DAY/NIGHT KIT
Raytheon ELCAN SpecterDR™ 1.5 - 6x Dual Role Rifle Sight .  .  .  .  .  . 52

L-3 Insight PAS-13G LWTS - Light Weapon Thermal Sight . . . . . . . 38

Cadex Quick Release Bracket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

L-3 Insight Articulating Rail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38

Storage & Transport:  London Bridge Trading (LBT) nylon carry case

ADS UMS KIT
M2/M240/M249 KIT UNIVERSAL MACHINE GUNSIGHT KIT
Cadex Quick Release Bracket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

IT&T Universal Machine Gun Sight (UMS)  . . . . . . . . Contact ADS

IT&T UMS 3X, 6X, or 8X Magnifier  . . . . . . . . . . . . Contact ADS

IT&T Camera Recording System (optional) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Contact ADS

Storage & Transport:  London Bridge Trading (LBT) nylon carry case

SWAP-C            
Improve the lethality, efficiency, and effectiveness of your currently fielded weapon 
systems through the reduction of size, weight, power consumption, and cost (SWAP-C).

REDUCED

& INCREASED LETHALITY
LEARN MORE



SWAP-C
REDUCED

& INCREASED LETHALITY
Ever-increasing and evolving threats to homeland 

security and U.S. interests around the world continue 

to demand rapid, efficient enhancements that 

address these challenges while leveraging existing 

weapon systems to increase lethality.

WHILE FUNDING FOR NEW WEAPONS PROGRAMS 

MAY HAVE DECLINED FROM YEARS PAST, THE NEED 

FOR INCREASED CAPABILITIES BY WARFIGHTERS 

AND LAW ENFORCEMENT CONTINUES TO GROW. 

THE ANSWER IS SIMPLE; improve the lethality, efficiency, and effectiveness of currently fielded systems 
with commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) upgrades optimized for reduced size, weight, power, and cost 
(SWAP-C).  ADS weapon upgrade kits leverage COTS technology to increase time on target and precision 
engagement. These kits reduce SWAP-C while providing significant improvements to existing firearms, 
optics and visual augmentation. They are also available for procurement through existing IDIQ Multiple 
Award Contracts reducing the need for developing costly and time consuming Justification and Approval 
for Sole Source (J&A) acquisition.

HOW DO YOU CONTINUE BEING 

THE MOST ADVANCED MILITARY IN 

THE WORLD WHILE MAINTAINING 

READINESS WITH LESS FUNDING 

THAN YEARS PAST? 

LOOKING FOR A NEW UPPER RECEIVER GROUP 
(URG) OR UPPER PARTS FOR YOUR EXISTING LOWER 
RECEIVER? ADS has several URG upgrades 
and parts kits to meet your requirement. 

Available Upgrade Kits Include:
 Bolt and Barrel Upgrade Kits
 Mk25 Spare Part Kits
 Full Weapons Upgrade Kits

12           



 INCREASE YOUR WEAPON SYSTEM’S  

 LETHALITY, EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS

 WHILE REDUCING SIZE, WEIGHT, 

 POWER CONSUMPTION AND COST (SWAP-C).

  ADS pre-configured and custom weapons 

 kits leverage COTS technology to 

 increase time on target and precision 

 engagement while decreasing SWOP-C. 

NEED A NEW RETICLE IN YOUR SPOTTING 
SCOPE TO MATCH YOUR SHOOTER?  ADS 
can work with the manufacturer to 
complete that work at a depot level.  

 Horus Reticle Spotting 
Scope Upgrades



For Over 20 Years Adams 
Industries has Quietly Been the 
“Go To” Place for Innovation. 

Their ability to conceive, design, prototype, and transition 
into production the complex end user requirements that are 
destined for an unfriendly world is unique in the night vision 
and electro-optics industry. 

Adams Industries Surface ANVIS mount (AI/SAM) is the 
most affordable and robust mount in the industry and has 
been chosen by the U.S. Army, USAF, USBP, and many 
others. Their SENTINEL goggle corrects years of poor design 
decisions that burden other goggles. Adams Industries is the 
solution for night vision & electro-optics that won’t fail when 
you need them, and if they don’t already have what you need 
then they can certainly make it!

SENTINEL
The SENTINEL corrects the errors of other binocular nightvision systems. Rather than the 
problematic swingarm interpupillary adjustment commonly used, the SENTINEL’s true hor-
izontal interpupillary adjustments will not weaken as the goggle ages and a fine adjustment 
that holds the setting in place.

Whereas some forsake key components in favor of lighter weight, the SENTINEL takes 
a balanced approach and maintains important functionalities like the onboard diopter 
adjustment so that individual soldiers are not responsible for detachable, and losable, 
critical components.

The SENTINEL is available with dovetail (PVS-15 style), bayonet (PVS-7B style) and ANVIS 
mounting solutions. Choose between ANVIS or PVS-14 style optics and automatic or manual 
gain control. SENTINELs come as complete systems or kits to upgrade older or broken 
systems to a higher standard.

Model Item #
SENTINEL AI-SENT

SENTINEL

MOUNTS  NIGHT VISION  OPTICAL COMPONENTS

14             855.276.4241             ADSINC.COM/WEAPONS-SOLUTIONS



Ground Warrior Battery Pack
Current ANVIS battery packs are not water resistant, not 
rugged, and do not accept 3V lithium batteries. In a world 
where infantry soldiers are more commonly using ANVIS 
systems in adverse conditions on ground helmets, a new 
battery pack was needed and here it is.

The Ground Warrior Battery Pack (AI-GWBP) is water 
resistant. It is rugged. It accepts BOTH AA and 3V Lithium 
batteries. The AI-GWBP is the answer to the problems facing 
anyone needing to use ANVIS goggles on the ground.

The AI/GWBP—Ready for deployment in the mud, in the rain, 
in the snow, IN THE REAL WORLD.

Model Item #
Ground Warrior Battery Pack AI-GWBP

Helm-Bino Mount
The Helm-Bino Mount places Steiner 8x24 
binoculars in front of your eyes using your 
night vision helmet or head mount. Forget 
arm strain from long periods of holding 
binoculars up to your eyes - or even worse 
the possibility of decreased vigilance due to 
operator fatigue. The HELM-BINO-ST places 
the binoculars at the perfect distance 
from your eyes, and you still have all the 
adjustments provided you by your helmet 
or head mount. When you no longer need 
to survey the area simply “flip-up” the 
goggles like you would a set of night vision. 
They can stay in the stowed position until 
needed again. 

Key Features:
 { STEINER 8x24 TACTICAL Binoculars 

offer tremendous performance at a 
reasonable price.

 { High Definition multi-coated lenses w/ 
Fast Close Focus from 6’ to infinity. Field 
of view at 1,000 yards: 375 feet.

 { Military Grade Rubber Armored and 
Waterproofing, submersion to 6 feet.

 { Mounting systems available for dovetail 
(PVS-15 style) & Bayonet (PVS-7B style) 
mounts.

Model Item #
Helm-Bino Mount AI-HMBINO

Optical Filters
Adams Industries manufactures several lines of optical 
filters that are key to night vision use. They include:

 { Screw in sacrificial filters with the ability to use the glass 
portion of the standard over molded sac filter as the insert.

 { Screw in minus blue filters that allow the use of ground 
combat goggles inside vehicles with ANVIS compatible 
lighting and diminish the blooming effect of lights in 
urban/semi-urban areas. Particularly useful if your goggles 
are not gated. Never have your goggles overcome with the 
interior lights of a vehicle or a stray street light again.

 { HD-NVG filters: Provide color cues to operators using 
dual tube systems. When looking at a person in a red 
shirt would you like to actually see a red shirt? Then you 
need HD-NVG filters.

 { With thousands, sold AI-SAM mounts from Adams 
Industries have already developed a proud history of 
attaching ANVIS-6, ANVIS-9, and F5050/PVS-23 night 
vision goggles to most commonly available ballistic and 
non-ballistic protective helmets. The AI-SAM will mount 
to any helmet with a standard mount plate or shroud and 
is currently approved for use by most branches of the 
U.S. Military.

 { AI-SAM helmet mounts do not interfere with headsets 
and can be used with or without a helmet cover. They are 
available in several configurations. Simply put there is no 
other helmet mount of this sort on the market that can be 
acquired as quickly and as cost effectively as the Adams 
Industries AI/SAM series of mounts.

Model Item #
SAM AI-SAMContact ADS for more information.

SAM

Pitbull
The Pitbull was designed to respond to the need for a smaller and lighter monocular 
that is ruggedized and uses in-stock image intensifiers, optics, and standard AN/PVS-14 
accessories. The Pitbull accomplished both these goals admirably and includes upgrades to 
current systems such as using the choice of either AA or 3V Lithium battery and the ability 
to mount the PVS-7 IR illuminator focusing lens for greater versatility of the IR illuminator. 
Law Enforcement Agencies - if you received broken surplus ANVIS-9s and now don’t know 
what to do with them - we can turn each unit into TWO Pitbulls and you can use standard 
mounts. The Pitbull is available as a complete system, build kit, or we can build you systems 
using the parts you provide.

Model Item #
PITBULL AI-PIT
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Forty Years of Working Closely 
with Experienced Marksman and 
Military Weapon Experts around 
the World, Aimpoint Red Dot 
Sights Remain the Number One 
Choice for Combining Ruggedness, 
Speed and Accuracy.

Aimpoint sights are in service with the U.S. Army, the U.S. Air 
Force, the U.S. Navy,  the U.S. Marine Corps, and numerous 
other military forces, police agencies, and special teams 
worldwide.  Soldier tested and combat proven – Don’t settle 
for anything less!

Standard features on all Aimpoint sights:
  Unlimited field of view
  Unlimited eye relief
  Unaffected by extreme weather conditions
  Extremely rugged, durable construction
  No hazardous materials
  No laser emission that could be harmful to your eyes
  Increased aiming confidence and hit probability
  Reduced training time and ammunition consumption
  Battery life measured in years

AIMPOINT® PATROL 
RIFLE OPTIC (PRO)

DAY SCOPES  RANGEFINDERS
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Aimpoint® Micro T-1 2MOA with Standard Mount
Built to offer the same battle proven ruggedness as other 
Aimpoint® products, the Micro T-1 is able to perform 
under extreme conditions while adding negligible weight to 
your weapon. The Micro T-1 is ideal as a standalone sight, 
and because it weighs less than 4 ounces including the 
integrated Picatinny mount, it can easily be “piggybacked” 
on top of larger magnifying scopes, night vision, or thermal 
imaging optics. 

The Aimpoint® Micro T-1 with 2 MOA dot is compatible 
with all generations of night vision devices. The Micro T-1 
has 1 off, 4 night vision compatible and 8 daylight settings. 
New ACET technology allows over 5 years of constant-on 
operation from one battery.

Model Item #
Micro T-1 2 MOA w/ Standard Mount 12417

Aimpoint® Micro T-1 2MOA with LRP Mount  
and 39mm Spacer
The Aimpoint® Micro T-1 with LRP Mount and 39mm spacer 
allows users to mount the Micro T-1 sight on nearly any 
weapon by quickly changing the spacer between the mount 
and the sight. This modular system allows the use of the 
sight on any M1913 standard Picatinny rail. The LRP used by 
itself without any of the optional spacers sits at the perfect 
height for mounting on shotguns, sub-machine guns, or as 
a backup sight for a magnified optic by using an accessory 
rail. By including one of the optional 30mm spacers, the 
sight is optimized for use on the H&K 416 rifle. By utilizing 
the optional 39mm spacer, the sight is set at the optimal 
height for co-witness on the AR15/M16/M4 Carbine family 
of weapons. The Micro LRP mount also includes an integral 
recoil stop, which absorbs the physical shock of firing the 
weapon and removes this stress from the mounting bolts.

Model Item #
Micro T-1 2 MOA with LRP Mount and 39mm Spacer 200073

Aimpoint® CompM4s
The Aimpoint® CompM4s is the latest version of the U.S. 
Army’s M68 CCO, continuing a legacy that Aimpoint® has 
maintained since 1997.

The CompM4s features enhanced ACET technology that 
provides up to 8 years of continuous use from a single 
AA size battery. The CompM4s incorporates an integrated 
mount that eliminates the need for a separate ring and can be 
customized with vertical and forward spacers to fit a variety 
of weapon systems. The sight is shipped complete with a 
QRP2 mount and standard AR-15 spacer. It is also equipped 
with a killFlash® anti-reflection device and MILSPEC 
rubber lens covers. The CompM4s is compatible with every 
generation of night vision devices and features 7 night vision 
compatible settings and 9 daylight settings. The sight has a 
2 MOA dot for accuracy at all ranges and unequaled light 
transmission for enhanced low light operation.

Model Item #
CompM4s with QRP2 Mount 12172

Aimpoint® 3XMag
The Aimpoint® 3XMag magnifying module is a high quality 
European optic that can be used with any Aimpoint® sight for 
extended range target identification and engagement. This 
high quality accessory gives the shooter the best of both 
worlds: rapid CQB aiming with an Aimpoint® sight, and long 
range target acquisition in combination with the magnifier.  
Mounting and dismounting the magnifier has no influence on 
the point of aim of your sight.  No need to re-zero the sight 
after adding or removing the magnifier. The 3XMag is drilled 
and tapped to maximize mounting options.

Model Item #
3XMAG with Twist Mount and Spacer 12071

Aimpoint® FCS12
The Aimpoint FCS12 is a Fire Control System for use with 
weapons such as the Carl Gustav, Panzerfaust, the MK-19 
and H&K GMG. The FCS12 system consists of an eye safe 
1550 nm Laser Range Finder, a ballistic computer with the 
capability to store up to 50 different ballistic algorithms, and 
a parallax- free optical channel with unlimited eye relief.

The FCS12 automatically compensates for the ballistic drop 
of projectiles at measured distances, factoring in variables 
such as rotational (spin) drift, propellant temperature, and 
terrain angle. When the distance is measured, the ballistic is 
calculated and compensated immediately. The FCS system 
comes with a remote grip interface, which communicates 
with the sight via a wireless link. The remote grip interface 
is designed to control the most important functions for 
operating the system during engagement.

Model Item #
FCS12 FCS12

AIMPOINT® PATROL 
RIFLE OPTIC (PRO)

Designed with input from a distinguished group of current 
and former professionals, the Aimpoint®PRO incorporates 
many never before seen features to maximize this sight’s 
performance within the challenging conditions faced by 
modern law enforcement. 

The PRO includes flip covers to further protect the lenses, 
and a transparent rear lens is utilized allowing the user to 
engage a target with the lens cover closed in an emergency 
situation. A 2 MOA dot allows maximum accuracy at all 
distances.

The Aimpoint® PRO can be used with all generations of 
night vision devices. The modular QRP2 mount includes 
a removable spacer that indexes the sight at the optimal 
height for co-witness with the standard iron sights on 
AR15/M16/M4 Carbine style weapons. This spacer can be 
removed to enable the use of the sight on police shotguns or 
submachine guns.

Model Item #
Patrol Rifle Optic (PRO) 12841
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DIAL® 100G
The DIAL® 100G (AN/PEQ-11A) is a high power multi-function aiming laser combining an 
infrared (IR) pointer/Illuminator and visible green laser. The DIAL 100G was specifically 
designed to handle the shock and vibe of the crew served weapon platforms utilized by 
the U.S. Navy special operations boat teams to provide day and night target marking 
capabilities. The DIAL 100G contains there separate lasers; a visible green beam pointer, 
an infrared pointer, and an independent infrared flood, capable of adjusting from 4° to a 
fully-open 55°.

Model Item #
DIAL® 100G 432P (AN/PEQ-11A)

The GLARE RECOIL is the most advanced weapon-mounted hail and warning laser system 
available. Built for the United States Marine Corps Systems Command Ocular Interruption 
Program, the GLARE RECOIL™ features our patented SmartRange™ technology, integrating 
laser range finding into the systems’ safety controls.

Model Item #
GLARE RECOIL® 532-VPS

B.E. Meyers Develops and 
Supplies Advanced Photonics 
and Related Products to Defense, 
Security and Law Enforcement 
Personnel in both the U.S. and 
International Markets. 

B.E. Meyers solutions range from infrared targeting and 
illumination systems, to hail and warning visible dazzlers,  
and signature reduction accessories.

GLARE RECOIL™

GLARE RECOIL®

ILLUMINATORS  LASERS  WEAPONS COMPONENTS
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Flash Hiders

249F
According to a formal U.S. Army JSOC evaluation, the 249F 
eliminates 96% of all visible muzzle flash and was awarded 
the highest score during testing. Use of a flash suppressor 
prevents momentary night blindness and eliminates flash 
distortion of night vision devices, allowing you to effectively 
maintain target awareness throughout an engagement.

240F
Originally designed for Crew Served Weapons in low-light 
watercraft operations, the 240F is continually a top-ranked 
performer in DoD tests and has a solid reputation with the 
end-user. Built to withstand the abuse of a combat environment 
while enduring tens of thousands of rounds, the 240F flash 
hider is a proven solution for CSW signature reduction.

240F-M60
The 240F-M60 showcases the same excellent performance as 
our 240F flash hider but with 5/8-24 threading for use on AR-10 
and similarly threaded platforms. Use of a flash suppressor 
prevents momentary flash blindness at night and eliminates 
flash distortion of night vision devices, allowing you to effectively 
maintain target awareness throughout an engagement.

2300F
The 2300F Flash Hider allows heavy weapon gunners to 
effectively engage targets with virtually no muzzle flash. 
Fielded to combat units for the last 20 years, the 2300F 
provides the most dramatic reduction of visible flash for 
the M2 HBMG, preventing flash blindness and allowing the 
gunner to maintain unhindered visibility of the target.

Model Item #
249F, 5.56mm Flash Hider 249F
240F, 7.62mm Flash Hider 240F

Model Item #
240F-M60, .308cal Flash Hider 240F-M60
2300F, .50cal Flash Hider for M2 HBMG 2300F

IZLID® ULTRA
High Power Infrared Pointer & Illuminator. The new standard 
for close air support target marking applications, the IZLID® 
Ultra maintains all the power and capability of its prede-
cessor, the IZLID® 1000P, but at a fraction of the original 
weight and size. The IZLID® Ultra combines the rugged and 
dependable features of all IZLID® products, but in a much 
smaller form factor. At 11.7oz, it is designed with the TAC-P 
community in mind, and is capable of being either handheld 
or weapon mounted.

Weapon kit includes a weapon mount with standard 1913 
rail adaptor, 9” pressure switch, and tactical nylon pouch.

Model Item #
IZLID® Ultra 434P
IZLID® ULTRA Weapon Kit D434P-WPNKIT9

Model Item #
IZLID® 200P 1064 425P-1064

IZLID® 1000P
The IZLID® 1000P is the original IR laser for long range 
target marking, CAS, TACP, and JTAC support. It includes 
azimuth and elevation adjustments (with an accuracy of 
1/4 mrad per click) to allow alignment with crew served 
weapons. This laser’s 1 mrad beam is ideally suited for long 
range targeting; a simple turn of the front lens allows for 
quick adjustment from pointer to flood illuminator. It is ideal 
as a commander’s pointer, for target marking, and for visual 
communication between ground forces and aircraft.  The 
IZLID® 1000P is known for its distinctive powerful beam with 
an effective range that stands out from every other IR laser 
on the battlefield.  Weapon mount included.

Model Item #
IZLID® 1000P 428P-A1-1

IZLID® 200P 1064
The IZLID 200P is a compact, lightweight out of band 
infrared (IR) laser pointer and illuminator small enough for 
handheld application or mounted to a variety of weapon 
platforms. It is ideal as a commander’s pointer, for target 
marking, and for visual communication with aircraft. 
Designed and built for extreme environmental conditions, 
including exterior aircraft mounting, the rugged IZLID 200P 
is powerful enough to effectively call for fire at over 39km or 
be easily adjusted to illuminate a large area out to 780m.

 { Multiple configurations and kits available.  Contact ADS 
for ordering information.
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Model Item #
Low Profile Flip Up Mount 643-5878FK
MICH Shroud 643-222

For 15 Years Cadex has Offered 
Our Customers Complete Service 
from Design and Prototype to a 
Full Production Capability with 
High Quality and Service.

Cadex provides top quality equipment for the military, special 
forces and security fields. From initial concept, through design, 
to delivering the final product, Cadex is the all-in-one solution. 

SOLO SIGHT MOUNT
The SOLO sight mount dramatically enhances the fighting capabilities of the soldier during 
day and night conditions.  Designated Ballistic Extended Rail Mount (BERM) by the U.S. 
Marine Corps. The system provides a rapid switch from active to passive target acquisition 
mode by allowing the mounting of a magnifying scope, a Night Vision Device, a Red-Dot and 
a target illumination/ranging device. The SOLO has a unique buffer system, which allows the 
operator to keep an eye on the scope while firing and also protects the optical modules by 
absorbing 88% of harsh peak recoil forces.

 { Increase 1st round hit capability at 
extreme ranges. 

 { Increases lethality of both 40mm and 
.50 cal platforms.

 { Less ammo shot = lower heat signature.
 { Mechanical spin drift system for 40mm 

grenade.
 { No more need for tracer rounds = 

maintain surprise effect longer.

 { Easy one hand operation.
 { Fits the M2 .50 cal (12.7mm) Heavy 

Machine gun, the 40mm MK19 Grenade 
Launcher, the 40 mm Heckler & Koch GMG

 { Dimension:  43.88cm x 18.26cm x 
21.89cm

 { Weight: 4220 Grams
 { Material: Aluminum 6061-T6

Model Item #
Solo Sight Mount 724-940

SOLO SIGHT 
MOUNT

KITS  MOUNTS  RAILS

Low Profile Flip Up Mount
The new Low Profile Flip Up Mount is a ruggedized aluminum NVG mount that combines 
lightness to low profile design with a maximum range of adjustability.

Features
 { Ergonomic “one touch” height 

adjustment allows operator to adjust 
height with one hand.

 { Low profile follows helmet contour when 
folded.

 { Six position adjustable mounting plate 
fits numerous facial profiles and helmet 
mounting systems.

 { If the NVG is bumped or impacted the 
Low Profile Flip Up Mount will fold and 
lock in upright position protecting the 
NVG and operator.

 { The Low Profile Flip Up Mount will lock 
in the upright and down positions.

 { Adjustable dovetail system
 { Specifications: Low Profile Flip Up Mount
 { Dimensions: 3.83” x 2.88” x 3.06”
 { Dimensions - Folded: 2.04” x 2.88” x 3.45”
 { Weight: 167 Grams / 0.368 Lbs
 { Material: Aluminum 6061-T6
 { Specifications: MICH Shroud
 { Dimensions: 1.62” x 3.35” x 2.98”
 { Weight: 60 Grams / 0.13 Lbs
 { Material: Aluminum 6061-T6
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870 Modular Tactical / Breaching Shotgun Kit
Cadex modular accessories for the Remington 870 
shotguns provide the operator with a versatile Tactical/
breeching shotgun combination in one weapon. All 
items are sold separately and can be combined to fill 
your mission requirement.

 { Top rail (Standard NATO/Mil M1913) that allows 
the mounting of holographic optics. Forward side 
rails allow the user to mount flashlight, laser, Cadex 
Sling Mount and Glass Punch. 

 { The Mag Cap Dual Rail mounts in conjunction with 
the barrel lug and magazine cap. (No modification 
required) 

 { Cadex tactical butt adaptor allows the user to 
configure between tactical and breeching shotgun 
configuration by removing the stock in an instant.

 { The 870 Modular Fore-End Rail System is a 
lightweight solid body that replaces the factory 
forend and allows different length accessory rails 
to be fitted.

Model Item #
870 Modular Tactical/Breeching Shotgun Kit 870-KIT1
Tactical Butt Adaptor LB-1486
870 Top Rail 1486-A010
870 Mag Cap Dual Rail 1486-A012
870 Modular Forend 4197
870 MCS Modular Forend 5181

Strike Dual & Lite Chassis
Cadex chassis are transforming the end user’s barreled 
action (M24/308/300/338/.50 and many more 
calibers) into a complete sniper system. It fits a huge 
selection of factory and custom actions models. Ultra 
stable mounting platform not affected by environment 
and temperature. The Dual Strike features a heavy duty 
forend tube while the Lite Strike features a slim down 
tube for weight reduction.

 { Improves accuracy and ergonomics
 { Folding stock mechanism
 { Tool-Free Fully adjustable stock
 { Built-in MOA full length top rail for night vision 

device mounting
 { Converts your rifle into a detachable box magazine 

model
 { Roller bedding technology for improved accuracy
 { Drop in fit (no gunsmith required)

 { Color Options: Black, Olive Drab, Tan

Model Item #
Dual Strike Chassis STKDL
Lite Strike Chassis STKLT

Quick Release Bracket for M2
The Cadex CM2 Sight Mount provides users with a solid optics mount for the M2 12.7mm (.50 
cal) Heavy Machine Gun.

 { 6” Mil Std M1913 rail for secure optics mounting.
 { Quick detach installation doesn’t require any modification to the weapon.
 { Made from a single piece of lightweight 6005-T6 aluminum.
 { Tabs are made from a reinforced acetal to improve sliding and locking capabilities
 { Reinforced plastic tabs also ensure that the tabs are extremely durable and will not wear 

out over time.
 { Stainless steel screw secures the tabs to the CM2’s  

aluminum body.

Model Item #
Quick Release Bracket for M2 2905-A002
Quick Release Bracket for M2 with Recoil Rail System 2905-A002RR

Surveillance Kit
Specially designed for the sniper or surveillance team allows the end user to set up for 
photographic surveillance in a matter of seconds. Decrease the amount of kit to carry in the 
field. Easy to manipulate during extreme cold weather conditions and in darkness. Spotting 
scope inversion means your head is not the most visible point of your sighting system.

 { Combines a camera, night vision device and spotting scope.
 { Pivoting camera mount and micro adjustment knobs to achieve the perfect alignment.
 { Installs on standard tripod stud -20 using multiple mounting holes to balance weight 

distribution
 { Integrated Push button sling mounts for easy transportation.
 { Multiple rails to combine rangefinder, laser, level, wind device and more.
 { Quick release knobs for easy setup and storage of each section.

 { Surveillance Kits are modular and can be sold as a complete kit or per section only.

Model Item #
Surveillance Kit 2700-KIT5
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Combined Systems Supports Military Forces and 
Law Enforcement Agencies Around the World.
CSI is a premier engineering, manufacturing, and supply company of tactical munitions 
and crowd control devices to armed forces, law enforcement, corrections, and homeland 
security agencies. Products from CSI include aerosol defense, irritant and smoke 
munitions, impact munitions, flash bangs, sting ball grenades, Penn Arms launchers,  
CTS-Thompson Handcuffs, breaching munitions, breaching tools, fuzes, and components.

40MM LAUNCHERS

LESS LETHAL
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Flash-Bangs
CTS Flash-Bangs are built and tested to military ammunition 
standards. CSI’s versatile portfolio of Flash-Bangs are used 
by law enforcement and military units worldwide, providing 
unrivaled reliability and functionality while maintaining a 
high degree of safety.

Model Item #
Mini-Bang® 7290M
DoubleBang™ 7290-2
Nine-Bang 7290-9

Warning Munitions
The 40mm spin stabilized flash-bang is a warning munition 
that deploys from a grenade launcher for a range of up to 
100, 200, or 300 meters.

Model Item #
Warning Munitions - 100 Meters 4090-1
Warning Munitions - 200 Meters 4090-2
Warning Munitions - 300 Meters 4090-3

Breaching Rounds

Model Item #
2570 - 12ga Breaching Round 2570
2577 - 12ga Breaching Round 2577

2570
The 2570 is a 12ga breaching round composed of a 
powdered metal slug. Compatible with a 12ga. cylinder bore 
shotgun, the 2570 travels at a velocity of 1350ft/second and 
is an ideal door breacher.

2577
This 12ga. “24-seven” Non-Toxic heavy breaching round is 
ideal for extended range breaching scenarios.

40MM LAUNCHERS
P540-3
The PGL-65 is a 40mm Pump-Action Multi Shot Launcher that is intuitively designed with 
tactical operators in mind. It features a double action trigger, trigger lock push button, and 
hammer lock safety. The PGL-65 is a platform for mounting a variety of less-lethal options, 
optics, and illumination tools.

L140-4
The GL-1 40mm Compact Launcher is a single-shot, break-open frame launcher with a rifled 
barrel. Both lightweight and operationally versatile, the GL-1 features a collapsing stock, 
collapsing vertical fore grip, and quad rails.

Model Item #
Pump Multi-Launchers w/ Collapsible Stock P540-3
Compact Launcher L140-4

VENOM®

The VENOM® V3037 is a lightweight, high capacity 37MM non-lethal grenade launcher. 
VENOM® is fully interchangeable for mounted use on vehicles, tripod mounts, and static 
installations. Deployed remotely or on land and marine platforms, it delivers non-lethal flash 
and sound, smoke obscuration, irritant, and blunt trauma effects. These capabilities support 
escalation of force, determination of intent, crowd dispersal and area denial objectives.

Contact ADS for more information.
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WE GAVE IT OUR VERY BEST SHOT...
SO YOU CAN TAKE YOURS.

We didn’t just manufacture a new 7.62mm rifle worthy of the Daniel 
Defense name— we threw all of our world-renowned expertise, 

know-how, and experience at it to create a whole new evolution of the AR-10 platform. Our groundbreaking DD5 stands alone from all other 
platforms with innovative advances in materials, coatings, and performance-driven design, setting a new standard in a 7.62mm rifle. So you get 
the accuracy, durability, reliability, and ease of operation you need to get the job done and have come to expect from Daniel Defense.

• DURABLE COLD-HAMMER-FORGED BARREL
• INNOVATIVE 4-BOLT CONNECTION SYSTEM
• OPTIMIZED RECEIVER DESIGN
• OPTIMIZED BOLT CARRIER GROUP DESIGN

• AMBIDEXTROUS OPERATION
• MODULAR CHARGING HANDLE
• GEISSELE SSA 2-STAGE TRIGGER
• DD OVERMOLDED FURNITURE

Learn more about 
the new DD5 today 
at DanielDefense.com or check one out in-
person at an authorized Daniel Defense dealer.
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INCREASING USSOCOM 
OPERATOR READINESS 

THE CUSTOMER:
 Naval Surface Warfare Center – Crane Division (NSWC Crane)
 U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM)

THE CHALLENGE: 
 NSWC Crane required a cost-effective, reliable 
sustainment solution to decrease the time and manpower 
required to perform barrel replacements on M4 rifles with 
10.3” barrels currently being used by their operators.

 NSWC Crane had an immediate need for 1,407 
replacements and a sustainment solution for future 
requirements on a need-by basis.

 WITH PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT & CUSTOM KITTED SOLUTIONS 

Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) Crane Division fields M4 Upper 
Receiver Groups (URGs) outfitted with 10.3” Barrels to US Special 
Operations Command (USSOCOM) Special Forces Operators.

The typical lifespan for 10.3” barrels is roughly 3,000 rounds, after which the complete 

URG and barrel need to be submitted to NSWC Crane for replacement.  In the past, 

they had experienced challenges with the availability and sourcing of 10.3” barrels 

through the existing supply system, so NSWC Crane had to improvise in order to support 

sustainment by procuring 14.5” barrels and cutting them down to specification.  This 

process proved to be an extremely lengthy and expensive process which, in many cases, 

left operators without their M4 for months at a time.

ADS was able to work with NSWC Crane to leverage our supply chain management support 

solutions to enhance their readiness. When approached with this challenge, we worked 

with our partners to develop a more efficient and cost-effective kitted 10.3” barrel 

replacement solution that not only addressed their immediate requirement of 1,407 

replacements but also provided a long-term sustainment solution on a need-by basis.

 YOU HAVE CHALLENGES.-   

 ADS PROVIDES SOLUTIONS.- 

 Learn More About Our  
Solutions-Driven Approach. 

ADSINC.COM/SOLUTION-STORIES
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10.3” Bolt and Barrel Kit

10.3”BBK
 Barrel
 Bolt
 Gas Block

 Gas Tube
 Firing Pin

 EQUIPMENT 

ADS Weapons Components Subject 

Matter Experts consulted with our 

industry-leading partner Daniel Defense 

to identify all of the items required to 

complete a 10.3” barrel change on 

an M4 URG.  ADS Kitting Experts and Daniel Defense then developed 

a low-cost complete kitted solution for the barrel replacement 

procedure, called the 10.3” Bolt and Barrel Kit (10.3” BBK). The BBK 

includes a replacement bolt, barrel, gas block, gas tube, and firing 

pin. To ensure the components were protected during transport and 

storage, our Kitting Experts then packaged each kit securely inside a 

reinforced cardboard tube.

 PROCUREMENT 

A high impact procurement and supply chain 
solution that addressed initial requirements 
and supports long-term sustainment efforts 
on a need-by basis through GSA Advantage.

20%
SAVINGS
 VS. NSN

ADS Contracting 

Specialists worked 

NSWC Crane to identify 

the most efficient 

and cost effective procurement option for the 10.3” BBKs.  After 

considering the benefits and drawbacks of each, NSWC Crane opted 

for procurement through GSA Advantage. This approach provided a 

cost savings of more than 20% compared to individual item ordering 

through the National Stock System.

 SOLUTION 

ADS Logistics Experts consolidated all components required for 1,407 

10.3” BBKs at our warehousing facility, assembled the kits, and 

consolidated the completed order onto plastic-wrapped pallets. Then ADS 

Logistics Experts arranged for transport of the kits to their destination 

with a full bill of materials for simplified receiving and inventory control.

ADS SOLUTIONS-DRIVEN APPROACH
ADS and Daniel Defense partnered to develop the 10.3” Bolt and Barrel 

Kit (BBK), a cost-effective, efficient procurement and supply chain 

solution that not only addressed initial NSWC Crane requirements but 

also supports long-term sustainment efforts as they arise.



Daniel Defense Continues to Innovate as a 
Top-Tier Firearms Manufacturer. 

Some may think Daniel Defense is a 150-year-old-company.  Founded in 2001, Daniel 
Defense is celebrating 15 years in 2016 and has earned a strong reputation for quality 
and reliability.  Investing in state-of-the-art equipment, cutting-edge machinery, and 
passionate personnel has allowed Daniel Defense to consistently raise the bar and 
become an iconic name in the firearms industry.

One of the few companies in the world capable of Cold Hammer Forging barrels, 
Daniel Defense takes this process beyond its competitors to make the most accurate 
and durable barrels available.  With engineering teams working constantly to improve 
designs, Daniel Defense is able to bring innovative products of the highest quality to 
market.  Daniel Defense invests in the most sophisticated CNC machinery to create 
the highest quality firearms, barrels, rail systems, parts, and accessories available for 
military, law enforcement and civilians.

Model Item #
DD5v1 16” S2W® Profile 02-150-17029-047

SOCOM-DDMK18 
COMPLETE RIFLE

The Daniel Defense MK18 features the railed forend 
Daniel Defense currently provides to USSOCOM and 
a 10.3” Cold Hammer Forged Barrel.  The Flat Dark 
Earth MK18 rail system features the Bolt-Up System, 
which has been rigorously tested prior to fielding by 
USSOCOM (currently over 15,000 units).  The 10.3” 
barrel is the same length in use for the MK18 upper 
most commonly used for CQB operations.  The MK18 
Factory SBR by Daniel Defense is unmatched in size, 
weight, and performance.

 { Caliber:  5.56mm NATO
 { Gas System:  Carbine
 { Product Weight:  5.88 lb
 { Length:  26 3/4” – 29 7/8”  
 { Magazine:  Magpul PMag 30 Round 
 { Case:  Custom Daniel Defense Full-Latch Impact 

Plastic Case

Model Item #
SOCOM-DDMK18 Complete Rifle 02-103-10221

MOUNTS  RAILS  WEAPONS  WEAPONS COMPONENTS

DD5V1™
Daniel Defense has developed a ground-breaking 
platform engineered from muzzle to buttstock for the 
7.62x51mm NATO cartridge.  The Daniel Defense 
7.62 stands apart from all other platforms with 
innovative advances in the materials, coatings, and 
performance-driven design to set a new standard in 
.308 platforms.

 { Innovative 4-bolt connection system securely 
attaches free-floating, 16”, CHF barrel and KeyMod 
handguard mounts securely to upper without a 
barrel nut

 { Bolt and carrier designed with oversized cam pin, 
enhanced extractor geometry, and dual ejectors

 { Ambidextrous safety selector, magazine catch, bolt 
release, and configurable modular charging handle

 { Lower receiver features integral oversized trigger 
guard and flared magazine well for SR-25 type 
magazines

 { Geissele SSA 2-Stage Trigger with its smooth 2.5 lb 
take-up and clean 2 lb break

INTRODUCING THE MOST 

ANTICIPATED 
DANIEL DEFENSE PRODUCT 

RELEASE TO DATE!
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Rail Mount QD Swivel Attachment Point with Swivel
The Daniel Defense Rail Mount QD Swivel Attachment 
Point is designed to allow the operator to mount the swivel 
anywhere along their rail system. The Daniel Defense Rail 
Mount QD Swivel Attachment Point has been designed and 
machined to limit the rotation of the swivel to prevent the 
operators sling from becoming tangled. The Rail Mount QD 
Swivel Attachment utilizes our patented “Rock and Lock” 
one piece mounting system creating an even more robust 
and streamlined attachment point as well as simplified 
installation on any MIL-STD-1913 picatinny rail. The Rail 
Mount QD Swivel Attachment is precision CNC machined 
from 6061 T6 Aluminum and is Military Specification Type III 
Hard Coat Anodized.

 { 6061 T6 Aluminum
 { Military Specification Hard Coat Type III Anodized
 { Made in the USA!

Model Item #
Rail Mount QD Swivel Attachment Point with Swivel 03-021-30029

Bolt & Barrel Kits
The Daniel Defense Bolt and Cold Hammer Forged Barrel Kits 
have been designed to provide the unit level armorer with all 
the parts needed to maintain an upper receiver group. Cold 
Hammer Forging alters the steel at a molecular level making 
the longest lasting barrels, most accurate available.

Kits Include
 { 1 Firing Pin
 { 1 Cam Pin
 { 1 Firing Pin Retaining Pin
 { 1 Bolt Assembly
 { 1 Gas Tube
 { 1 MK12 Low Profile Gas Block
 { 28-088-12023 - 1 10.3” Cold Hammer Forged Barrel- 

5.56mm, 1:7”
 { 28-088-13025 - 1 14.5” Cold Hammer Forged Barrel- 

5.56mm, 1:7”

Model Item #
10.3" Bolt & Barrel Kit 28-088-12023
14.5" Bolt & Barrel Kit 28-088-13025

Model Item #
Daniel Defense Micro Mount 03-045-18025

SOCOM-DDMK18
COMPLETE RIFLE

Micro Mount (Absolute & Lower 1/3 Co-Witness)
The newest generation of the Daniel Defense Micro Mount 
gives users the option of both an absolute or lower 1/3rd 
co-witness with iron sights and Aimpoint’s popular Micro 
R-1, H-1, T-1, or Vortex Sparc I & II.  Its light weight, essen-
tials-only design offers a snag-free, low-profile, reversible 
mounting option for shooters that do not require or desire a 
quick attach/detach mount. The Daniel Defense Micro Mount 
has been proven to be one of the most durable and light 
weight mounts available.

 { Absolute or lower 1/3rd co-witness
 { Recoil Lug Interface between mount and optic
 { Snag Free and reversible
 { Patented Rock & Lock® Attachment System
 { Lightweight
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Rail Interface System II (RIS II)
The Daniel Defense RIS II is an innovative upgrade for the 
M4A1, M16A4, and MK18 CQB/R. The Daniel Defense Rail 
Interface System II (DD RIS II) was designed at the request of 
the United States Special Operations Command (SOCOM) for 
the SOPMOD II weapons system. SOCOM had a specific require-
ment for a rail system which would accommodate a M203 
40mm grenade launcher and still free float the barrel.  After 
years of rigorous testing by Special Forces Operators, Daniel 
Defense was selected as the Sole Source Provider of the RIS II 
to SOCOM.  Daniel Defense has and is still delivering thousands 
of units and they are continuing to be fielded by SOCOM.

 { Colors: Black, Flat Dark Earth

Model Item #
RIS II - MK18 01-004-16120
RIS II - M4A1 01-004-09157
RIS II - M4A1FSP 01-004-12012

EYES ON TARGET
Longer Range, Greater Flexibility

FLIR’s HISS-XLR and Recon V extend 

your operational capability on the 

battlefield by combining longer-range 

imaging with enhanced features like a 

Digital Magnetic Compass and hot-swap 

batteries. 
Recon V 
Powerful, light weight thermal 
binocular with 10x optical 
zoom, integrated DMC, and 
LRF for target identification at 
greater standoff range.

HISS-XLR 
Extended range thermal 
weapon sight with integrated 
DMC and target acquisition 
out to 2,000m.

RIS II - MK18 RIS II - M4A1 RIS II - M4A1FSP

RIS-H M2A1
The Daniel Defense RIS-H M2A1 was developed to work in conjunction with the MK93 
Weapons Mount.  The RIS-H provides a robust mounting platform for enablers designed to 
increase effectiveness of the M2A1.  The unique design allows for quick and easy barrel 
change without the removal of the RIS-H.

 { Body - 4130 Steel
 { Rail Sections - 7075-T6

Model Item #
RIS-H M2A1 01-004-10223

EZ Carbine QD Swivel Attachment Point with Swivel
The EZ Carbine Mount attaches quickly to 
any AR15/M4 with a collapsible buttstock 
and Mil-Spec Receiver Extension (Buffer 
Tube). It is CNC machined from 6061 T6 
Aluminum and has a durable Type III Mil-
Spec Hard Coat Anodized finish. Rotation is 
limited to ensure the sling does not become 
twisted or tangled.

Perfect for Law Enforcement Agencies 
and Military Units who must comply with 

restrictions on the modification of issued 
weapons or any user who wants a simple 
yet durable way to add ambidextrous QD 
attachment point to their rifle. Lightweight, 
the EZ Carbine Sling Mount now weighs less 
than 1 ounce.

 { 6061 T6 Aluminum
 { Type III Hard Coat Black Anodizing
 { Ambidextrous functionality
 { Made in the USA!

Model Item #
EZ Carbine QD Swivel Attachment Point with Swivel 03-019-05026
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EYES ON TARGET
Longer Range, Greater Flexibility

FLIR’s HISS-XLR and Recon V extend 

your operational capability on the 

battlefield by combining longer-range 

imaging with enhanced features like a 

Digital Magnetic Compass and hot-swap 

batteries. 
Recon V 
Powerful, light weight thermal 
binocular with 10x optical 
zoom, integrated DMC, and 
LRF for target identification at 
greater standoff range.

HISS-XLR 
Extended range thermal 
weapon sight with integrated 
DMC and target acquisition 
out to 2,000m.



MILSIGHT™ S140-D  
DUALBAND SIGHT

MILSIGHT™ S140-D DUALBAND SIGHT

 { High-performance, long-range 
LWIR and Image Intensification  in a 
lightweight compact single-aperture 
weapon-mountable system. Optically 
fused to maintain full resolution.

 { Clip-on to weapon rail in front of a day 
optical sight (6x – 15x typical). Inline 
configuration exhibits absolutely no 
parallax between IR and I Blended 
modes provide for rapid detection and 
certain identification of the target. 
Ideal for long-range weapons with 
useful ranges to 1,000+ m

 { Long-wave thermal channel

 { Image intensified channel
 { Inline common-aperture configuration
 { Intuitive multi-sensor modes
 { Accepts multiple battery types
 { Dual throw-lever locking mount. 

Compatible with any Mil-Std-1913 
Picatinny rail system

 { Video outputs
 { Remote control
 { Rugged and lightweight

Model Item #
ADUNS-S S-140D

Advanced Combat Thermosight

FLIR Technology Keeps our World 
Safe and Aware, our Environment 
Clean and Preserved, our 
Communities Healthy and 
Entertained, and our Economies 
Efficient and Productive. 

FLIR also produces the most comprehensive line of instruments 
that detect and identify threats in all of the critical CBRNE 
segments. These portable, lab-caliber products support a broad 
range of critical missions, while also offering the flexibility to 
address newly emerging threats and applications.

THERMAL / FUSED
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Recon® B2-FO
Fully integrated multi-sensor dual channel day/night thermal 
bi-ocular with geo-location.

 { High resolution, large format 640x480 mid-wave InSb 
sensor (320 x 240 option) delivers unmatched range 
performance and image quality with built-in STACE™ 
technology that digitally sharpens, tunes and enhances 
contrast for exceptional image detail

 { Forward Observer (FO) version includes Color CCD video 
day channel.

 { Split screen display
 { Fast 2 field-of-view system with 10 and 2.5 degree fields 

of view and digital zoom
 { Internal Global Positioning System (GPS), Digital 

Magnetic Compass (DMC) and Laser Rangefinder (LRF)
 { User Selectable E-STAB improves operational 

effectiveness
 { Flexible remote control, power, and video options
 { Lightweight and rugged,MIL-STD-810-F qualified

Model Item #
Recon B2FO 27928-109216-2-2-0

Recon® B9-FO
Medium range, lightweight thermal bi-ocular

 { High resolution, large format 640x480 longwave VOx 
Micro bolometer delivers unmatched range performance 
and image quality

 { New automatic digital image processing techniques
 { Lightweight and rugged MIL-STD-810F qualified
 { Internal digital magnetic compass and GPS
 { Continuous zoom color camera
 { Flexible, power, and video options
 { Integrated Laser Range Finder (LRF)
 { Laser pointer option offers additional tactical advantage 

when coupled with night vision equipment; has eye-safe 
training operation mode

Model Item #
Recon B9FO 28230-114616-2-10

Recon® B9
Lightweight thermal bi-ocular.

 { High resolution, large format 640 x 480 longwave VOx 
Micro bolometer (320 x 240 option)

 { New automatic digital image processing techniques
 { Lightweight and rugged Mil-STD-810F qualified
 { Visible light color camera
 { Laser pointer offers additional tactical advantage when 

coupled with night vision equipment; has eye-safe 
training operation mode

Model Item #
Recon B9 28248-114616-2010

ThermoSight™ HISS-XLR
Extended long range thermal weapon sight.

 { See targets in total darkness, through 
smoke, fog, and most obscurants

 { High resolution display, with sharper 
symbology and imagery

 { Engage targets at ranges from 1500m 
to 2000m

 { CR-123A Batteries: Runs more than 
four hours on eight CR123A batteries; 
can operate with as few as four

 { Provides additional tactical flexibility

 { HISS is engineered for battlefield use, 
successfully tested on weapons up to 
and including .50 cal

 { Rail mount in front of day scope with no 
re-alignment or re-zeroing of weapon

 { Built-in DVR with removable SD card
 { Control sight with remote pendant

Model Item #
HISS-XLR 29000-204

Recon® V
Ultra-light continuous soon thermal bi-ocular with geo-location.

 { Ultra Lightweight and rugged, MIL-
STD-810-C qualified

 { High resolution, large format 640x480 
mid-wave InSb sensor (320 x 240 
option) delivers unmatched and image 
quality with built-in STACE™ technol-
ogy that digitally sharpens, tunes and 
enhances contrast for exceptional 
image detail

 { HD Display delivers clean images and 
crisp symbology

 { Continuous Zoom
 { Provides geo-location of targets with 

eye safe laser rangefinder
 { E-STAB stabilization improves 

operational effectiveness with no 
image latency

 { Simplified controls are intuitive and 
minimize user fatigue

Contact ADS for more information.
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Founded in 2002, Global Defense 
Initiatives (GDI) is a U.S. based, 
Veteran Owned Small Business 
Specializing in the Development and 
Manufacturing of Mount Interface 
Devices for use with Optical, Laser 
Aiming, Illumination, Night Vision,  
and Thermal Imaging Systems. 

GDI has gained a significant advantage over existing 
commercially available mounts by exceeding military 
specifications and requirements for performance, accuracy 
enhancement, precision craftsmanship, and durability. GDI 
has been acknowledged within the optic-aiming device 
industries and armed forces as one of the leading experts 
and developers of innovative, technologically advanced 
mounting solutions for deployment on weapon systems and 
tactical equipment accessories.

MOUNTS
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CM-OSM™ (Optical Sight Mount)
 { Zero Retention/Repeatability: 01 MOA
 { Adjustable To Out-of-Spec/Worn 

M1913 Picatinny Rails
 { Auto-Locking Quick Detach (ALQD™) 

Lever System
 { Non-Abrading/Gouging Picatinny Rail 

Lockdown Feature
 { Lightweight Rugged Design
 { American Made

Model Item #
CM4-OSM™ (Optical Sight Mount) CM4M
CM5-OSM™ (Optical Sight Mount) CM5M
CM7-OSM™ (Optical Sight Mount) CM7M

P-ROM L-MODEL™ (Rifle Optic Mount)
Precision engineered and built to increase accuracy and marksmanship effectiveness in the 
harshest battlefield environments. Available in 30mm & 34mm Ring Diameter with 0MOA, 
25MOA and 45MOA base variants.

 { Zero Retention / Repeatable Zero: 01MOA No loss of zero upon removal / remount of optic 
mount. Laboratory tested - exceeds stringent USMC requirements for zero retention.

 { Enhanced Eye Relief: Adjustable in 3/8” increments to accommodate variances in 
shooter height and Length-of-Pull).

 { Non-Abrading / Gouging Picatinny Rail Lock-Down feature.
 { Adjusts to Worn or Out-of-Spec Picatinny Rails: Fits all M1913 Picatinny rails.
 { Dual Auto-Locking Quick Detach (ALQD™) Lever System: Safety feature automatically locks 

/ engages Picatinny rail upon closing of levers, to positively secure mount to weapon.

Model Item #
P-ROM L-Model™ (Rifle Optic Mount) 30mm Ring Diam 0 MOA PRL3000
P-ROM L-Model™ (Rifle Optic Mount) 30mm Ring Diam 25 MOA PRL3025
P-ROM L-Model™ (Rifle Optic Mount) 34mm Ring Diam 0 MOA PRL3400
P-ROM L-Model™ (Rifle Optic Mount) 34mm Ring Diam 25 MOA PRL3425
P-ROM L-Model™ (Rifle Optic Mount) 35mm Ring Diam 0 MOA PRL3500
P-ROM L-Model™ (Rifle Optic Mount) 35mm Ring Diam 25 MOA PRL3525

AW6-MGOMTM (Machine Gun Optic Mount)
Trijicon® ACOG optic mount: For use on medium and heavy crew served weapon platforms 
with Trijicon® TA648 6X ACOG and *Reflex optics / sights.

Mechanical Features 
 { Zero Retention / Repeatable Zero: 01MOA No loss of zero upon removal / remount of optic 

mount. Laboratory tested - exceeds stringent USMC requirements for zero retention.
 { Enhanced Eye Relief: Adjustable in 3/8” increments to accommodate variances in shooter 

height and Length-of-Pull).
 { Non-Abrading / Gouging Picatinny Rail Lock-Down feature.
 { Adjusts to Worn or Out-of-Spec Picatinny Rails: Fits all M1913 Picatinny rails.
 { Dual Auto-Locking Quick Detach (ALQD™) Lever System: Safety feature automatically locks 

/ engages Picatinny rail upon closing of levers, to positively secure mount to weapon. 
 { *Note: Compatible with all ACOG and specified Reflex sights (*carry handle compatible models).

Model Item #
AW6-MGOM™ (Machine Gun Optic Mount) AW6M

P-ROM Adapter Plate System™ (APS) For Red Dot Sights
Positioning of Red Dot Sights. APS™ 
system provides for direct attachment 
point to P-ROM L-Model™ (Rifle Optic 
Mount). Compatibility: Trijicon RMR®, 
Aimpoint Micro®, Insight MRDS® & 
Docter.

Model Item #
P-ROM Modular Adapter Plate System™ 
(MAPS) for Trijicon RMR® Red Dot Sights

APRM

P-ROM Modular Adapter Plate System™ 
(MAPS) for Aimpoint® MicroRed Dot Sights

APMT

P-ROM Modular Adapter Plate System™ (MAPS) 
for L3 Insight® MRDS & Docter® Red Dot Sights

APMR
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Geissele Automatics is the 
Leading Manufacturer of 
Combat Proven, Two-Stage, High 
Performance Triggers for the  
M4/M16 Platform and other Small 
Arms Combat Weapon Platforms. 

Each trigger is manufactured from the highest grade tool steel 
for a long lasting, reliable, and most importantly, safe trigger. 
Utilizing the most advanced manufacturing techniques and 
a rigorous QC process ensures that every trigger will give the 
same consistent pull and break, each and every time. Two-stage 
triggers provide soldiers and law enforcement with performance, 
reliability, durability, and safety in a single package.

WEAPONS COMPONENTS
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Super Semi-Automatic Enhanced 
(SSA-E)
Built on the chassis of the Geissele SSA, the 
Super Semi-Automatic Enhanced (SSA-E) 
provides enhanced trigger control and weapon 
accuracy while maintaining the robustness 
and reliability of our combat-proven two-stage 
trigger. The SSA-E’s reduced first and second 
stage pull weights result in a trigger with a 
smooth, light first stage take-up and a crisp, 
candy cane-like second stage break. The SSA-E 
is ideal for use in precision Squad Designated 
Marksman type rifles where weapon accuracy 
and reliability are critical and a non-adjustable 
drop in trigger is desired.

 { 3.5lb total pull weight)

Model Item #
Super Semi-Automatic Enhanced (SSA-E) 05-160

Hi-Speed National Match – DMR
The Geissele Hi-Speed Designated Marksman 
Rifle (DMR) trigger is designed for hunting, 
tactical and military use where both accuracy 
and robustness are critical. As an adjustable 
trigger, the DMR allows the first and second 
stage weight distribution, total pull weight, 
over travel and sear engagement all to be 
tuned to the shooters preference. The DMR 
trigger gives the perfect combination for high-
stress, precision tactical shooting and Squad 
Designated Marksmen applications.

 { 2.0lb. – 3.0lb. adjustable total pull weight

Model Item #
Hi-Speed National Match - DMR 05-129

Super SCAR
The Geissele Super SCAR is designed similarly 
to the Geissele SSA. The Super SCAR is a 4.5lb. 
non-adjustable combat trigger that is a preci-
sion two-stage trigger and allows precise and 
accurate trigger control. The Super SCAR is 
designed to work with the factory FN polymer 
housing that is supplied with all SCAR16 and 
SCAR17 rifles. A Select-Fire version of this 
trigger is also available.

 { 4.5lb. total pull weight

Model Item #
Super SCAR 05-157

Geissele 2 Stage (G2S)
The Geissele 2 Stage (G2S) was designed 
to be a high quality, cost effective option of 
the SSA. The G2S is a 4.5lb. non-adjustable 
combat trigger that is a precision two-stage 
trigger and allows precise and accurate trigger 
control. The G2S is manufactured from the 
same tool steel as the SSA. Visually, from the 
outside of the weapon there is no difference 
from the SSA and the feel and reliability is the 
same. The G2S however has a different way 
of holding the hammer pin in place, there is 
no laser markings, and the parts are only spot 
checked for MP.

 { 4.5lb total pull weight

Model Item #
Geissele 2 Stage (G2S) 05-145

Super Select-Fire (SSF®)
The Geissele Super Select-Fire (SSF®) Trigger is a select-fire combat trigger that Geissele 
Automatics developed for the U.S. Special Operations Community. The SSF is a non-ad-
justable combat style two-stage trigger that is available in 4.5lb. and 5.5lb. configurations. 
In semi-automatic mode, the SSF is a precision two-stage trigger that allows precise and 
accurate trigger control. In fully-automatic mode, the SSF is a single-stage trigger with a 
smooth, continuous trigger pull and abrupt hammer release. The SSF is safety certified by 
Crane Naval Surface Warfare Center.

 { 4.5lb. or 5.5lb. total pull weight options

Model Item #
Super Select - Fire Trigger (SSF®) 05-102

Super Semi-Automatic (SSA®)
The Geissele Super Semi-Automatic (SSA®) trigger is a semi-automatic only version of 
Geissele Automatics’s Super Select-Fire trigger. The SSA is a 4.5lb. non-adjustable combat 
trigger that is a precision two-stage trigger and allows precise and accurate trigger control. 
The SSA’s two-stage design allows the trigger to be light enough for accurate and precise 
shots, but forgiving enough for CQB. The SSA is safety certified by Crane Naval Surface 
Warfare Center. It is recommended for demanding applications such as Law Enforcement 
use, Close Quarters Battle (CQB) and mid-range carbine work.

 { 4.5lb total pull weight

Model Item #
Super Semi-Automatic Trigger (SSA®) 05-101
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BINOCULAR NIGHT VISION DEVICE

BINOCULARS  ILLUMINATORS  NIGHT VISION  THERMAL / FUSED
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L-3 Warrior Systems is a World Leader 
in the Development and Production of 
Advanced Night Vision and Electro-
Optical Technology and Systems for the 
U.S. Military, Federal Agencies, Public 
Safety, and International Markets.

Collectively, L-3 Warrior Systems provides a broad 
range of technology offerings and capabilities relating 
to aiming and illumination devices, image intensifier 
(I2) tubes and systems, thermal imaging systems 
and detectors, high performance night vision and 
fusion goggles, precision targeting, and wireless 
interconnectivity. L-3 Warrior Systems also has full 
service training, repair, and logistics services.

BNVD - AN/PVS-31A WHITE PHOSPHOR
The AN/PVS-31A BNVD is a compact, lightweight, Gen III dual-tube goggle with improved 
white phosphor tube technology for greater target detection and recognition. Low-light and 
nighttime maneuvers appear more natural in black and white, with added contrast detail 
in shapes and shadows providing the operator more visual information for assessment 
and acquisition. White phosphor offers various shades of intensity between black and 
white (over black and green), resulting in better contrast and depth perception. The white 
phosphor BNVD is a follow-on to L-3’s legacy, battle-proven AN/PVS-15 and AN/PVS-31 
standard green phosphor night vision goggles.

 { Ergonomic low-profile design and offers superior situational awareness compared to a 
single tube goggle. 

 { High performance white phosphor image with enhanced degree of detail in overall 
contrast and range of shades 

 { Provides the operator more visual information for accurate assessment and acquisition
 { Has all the same system features of the AN/PVS-31 BNVD

 { Multiple configurations available.

 CONTACT ADS FOR MORE INFORMATION-

FGE - AN/PSQ-36 & FGS-PI
L-3 Warrior Systems - Insight Technology Operations’ Fusion Goggle - Enhanced (FGE) 
is a helmet mounted dual waveband goggle which is smaller and lighter weight than its 
FGS predecessors. By incorporating the latest in technology developments, the FGE, 
like the FGS-PI, boasts over a 20% reduction in both size and weight. The FGE provides 
targeting and identification in all battlefield conditions and light levels. The FGE uses 
image intensification technology fused with thermal imagery, thereby bridging the gap in 
performance and capability for both of these sensors. The FGE is based upon the combat 
proven Insight FGS, and is compatible with aiming lasers in the 820 – 850 nm range.

 { Compact, lightweight, ergonomic design
 { Compatible with all standard issue near-IR aiming lasers
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STORM-PI AN/PSQ-23A
The Small Tactical Optical Rifle-Mounted Micro Laser Rangefinder – Product Improved 
(STORM-PI) is a weapon-mounted, battery-operated laser rangefinder with integrated IR 
illumination and aiming lasers (IR and variable) and a Digital Magnetic Compass (DMC). 
It may be used to display target location as geospatial coordinates (grid or slant). When 
weapon-mounted, the visible aim laser enables the STORM-PI to be aligned with existing 
optics, and the IR illuminator and IR aim laser facilitate target acquisition and aiming in 
low-ambient light conditions.

 { Integrated IR aim laser, IR illuminator and visible laser
 { Multi-platform capability with small arms, crew-served weapons, light artillery and 

combat vehicles

Light Weapon Thermal Sight
L-3 Insight’s LWTS is a handheld and weapon mounted thermal weapon sight. The thermal 
imaging capability of the LWTS allows for long wave infrared observation and target 
identification under adverse conditions including light rain, smoke, light snow, and low light 
to total darkness. The LWTS utilizes leading edge 17 micron technology in a 640 x 480 
uncooled micro bolometer. The high resolution display, combined with state of the art image 
processing and electronics provide exceptional imagery and long mission run times on a 
single battery load.

 { Also available in Long Range configuration.

Enhanced Night Vision Goggle
L-3 Warrior Systems, Insight Operations’ Enhanced Night Vision Goggle (ENVG) is a 
helmet-mounted dual waveband monocular. By incorporating the latest in technology 
developments, the L-3 ENVG provides the operator with significantly improved targeting 
and identification in all battlefield conditions and light levels. The ENVG uses image inten-
sification technology fused with thermal imagery, thereby bridging the gap in performance 
and capability for both of these sensors. The ENVG is based upon the combat proven Insight 
Fusion Goggle System (FGS), and is compatible with aiming lasers operating in the near 
infrared wavelengths.

Mini Intergrated Pointing Illumination Module
L-3 Insight’s LED Mini Integrated Pointing Illumination Module (MIPIM) is a multi-function 
laser device incorporating visible and infrared aim lasers as well as an infrared and LED 
white light illuminator.

 { Integrated infrared aim laser, infrared illuminator, visible aim laser, and white light 
illuminator.

Model Item #
Enhanced Night Vision Goggle OFM-000-A11

Model Item #
Mini Intergrated Pointing Illumination Module MPM-000-A11

Contact ADS for more information.

Contact ADS for more information.
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  L-3com.comWarrior Systems           

Superior Visual Integration for Situational Awareness
As the battlefield environment changes, the importance of situational awareness has never been 
greater. L-3 understands this need and meets it head-on with a legacy of innovation and reliability. 
We are an industry leader in advanced laser designators, night vision equipment and EO/IR systems 
that ensure safe and successful operations for the dismounted soldier as well as on crew-served, 
airborne and marine-based platforms. When critical decisions depend on seeing what the eye can’t, 
count on L-3.

For more information, please go to L-3com.com/WarriorSystems.

CLEAR VISION 
IN ANY CONDITIONS



Laser Shot Designs, Fabricates, and Manufactures Laser-Based and 
Live-Fire Firearms Training Solutions for Militaries, Law Enforcement 
Agencies, and Other First Responders Worldwide. 

When access to outdoor range time is limited, laser-based simulation systems integrate gunnery and crew training for air, land 
and sea combat platforms to ultra-realistic live-fire systems including shoot houses, ranges and mobile ranges combined with 
patented Thermal Shot® technology. These life-size 3D character models to mimic the life-like movements and reactions of real 
humans. For detailed after-action-review (AAR), Laser Shot’s available Look-Back Camera System captures both visual, and audible 
communication during each session provides instructor an option to save recordings for later review.

TRAINING SYSTEMS
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Crosshair™ Magnified Optics Simulator
Crosshair™ Magnified Optics Simulator combines Laser Shot’s sub pixel-accurate laser 
tracking technology with VBS2 software to provide users the ability to train with a variety of 
optic devices and weapon platforms for long-range engagement and observation. Scenarios 
immerse designated marksman or sniper team into an environment with simulated wind, 
time of day, elevation and 3D human avatars; reinforcing target recognition, target 
acquisition anticipating human movement, adaptive and reflexive thinking. 

Use & Capabilities
 { Recoil or non-recoil weapons
 { Sensors for buttstock & trigger pressure
 { Ability to sense rifle canting
 { Pre-loaded reticles commonly used by today’s tactical units
 { Urban or rural environments
 { Training indicators for movement, elevation, and wind adjustments
 { Portable and deployable system by vehicle, boat, or plane
 { Adds to any VBS2 system

Model Item #
Crosshair™ System SYS-CROSSHAIR-A
Crosshair™ M4 With Combat Optic Add-On SYS-CROSSHAIR-M4-A
Crosshair™ Bolt Action Rifle and Scope Add-On SYS-CROSSHAIR-RIFLE-A
Crosshair™ Simulated Spotting Scope Add-On SYS-CROSSHAIR-SPOTSCOPE-A

Portable Skills Lethality Trainer
 { Affordable: Priced for deployment at platoon level
 { Accessible: Single person carry system (33 lbs), enables transporting the simulator to 

the training audience
 { Ease of Use: No contractor required, quick start up guide and videos enable any warrior 

to quickly put into operation
 { Deployable: Unit can continue training in austere locations
 { Doctrinal: Utilizes service doctrine to support instruction, skills development, and 

simulated range qualification with scorecard
 { Scalable: Designed for single unit use, but networkable for more collective  

training requirements
 { Upgradable: Customer can add software and weapons capabilities as desired

Advanced Short Range Marksmanship
 { Advanced Pistol Techniques
 { Advanced Rifle Techniques
 { Video Training Modules 

Advanced Shooting Ranges
 { Qualification Course
 { Known Distance Target Practice
 { Printable & Data Stored Scorecards

Model Item #
Portable Skills Lethality Trainer SYS-PSAT-MIL-ADV

Portable Small Arms Trainer - Law Enforcement

Capabilities
 { Portable one-man carry “Plug and Train” 

system
 { Stores and prints student training records
 { Customizable virtual indoor shooting ranges
 { Meets current training needs and 

requirements
 { Both inert and recoil weapons are 

compatible 

Training Value
 { Judgmental training increases safety 

awareness
 { Use of force policies can be reflected 

in training
 { Training can be conducted during work shift
 { Overtime expenses reduced
 { Ammunition cost reduced
 { Range fees no longer needed
 { Weapons maintenance costs greatly 

reduced

Model Item #
Portable Small Arms Trainer - Law Enforcement SYS-PSAT-LE-ADV

This system is a portable, accessible, fully contained firearms training simulator for 
units and individuals in any location. All critical system hardware (hit detection camera, 
computer, keyboard, mouse, speakers, and security key) is mounted in fixed positions inside 
the hard plastic carrying case on a sliding rack for easy accessibility. System also comes 
with available portable touch-screen computer-tablet for remote instructor control.
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At the Range and in the Field, 
Leupold Precision Optics Ensure 
Mission Success. 

Leupold® Tactical Optics deliver superior optical performance, 
rugged dependability, and unbeatable customer satisfaction. 
That is why there are more long-range Leupold Tactical Optics 
currently in service with the U.S. military than any other brand. 
Made in the U.S., Leupold designs, engineers, and manufactures 
rugged, precision optics to your demanding specifications.

Deltapoint Reflex Sight
With almost limitless applications, the DeltaPoint Reflex Sight is in its element on a shotgun, 
when planking or in competitive shooting, and it’s an ideal home defense optic. Intuitive 
operation with precision red dot ease and accuracy keeps even novice shooters right on the 
mark. Handguns to shotguns to AR variants, the agile Leupold DeltaPoint is never out of its 
comfort zone.

Model Item #
3.5 MOA Dot Deltapoint (All Mounts) 66135
3.5 MOA Dot Deltapoint (Cross Slot) 67435
7.5 MOA Deltapoint (All Mounts) 65930
7.5 MOA Deltapoint (Cross Slot) 5966

BINOCULARS  DAY SCOPES
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Mark 6™ 3-18x44mm M5B2

Small, light, fast, versatile: The Leupold Mark 6 3-18x44mm 
provides everything Military, Law Enforcement and 
competition shooters need from a riflescope in an amazingly 
compact and efficient package. The Mark 6’s powerful 6x 
zoom range offers an incredible field of view and rapid target 
acquisition at lower magnifications, and excellent longrange 
target engagement at higher powers - all in a package that 
is less than 12 inches long. Leupold’s legendary Xtended 
Twilight Lens System™ offers crystal clear images from 
edge-to-edge throughout the entire zoom range, while 
DiamondCoat2™ provides unsurpassed scratch resistance 
and increased light transmission.  The available Horus® 
or CMR-W reticles create the ultimate blend of speed and 
precision long range accuracy. The Mark 6 3-18x44mm 
is completely waterproof, fog proof, and backed by the 
Leupold Tactical Warranty. Smaller, Lighter, Faster: the Mark 
6 defines versatility.

 { Multiple configurations available. 

Mark 6™ 3-18x44mm M5C2 Mark 8™ CQBSS™ 1.1-8x24mm
The Leupold Mark 8 CQBSS 1.1-8x24mm incorporates 
everything professional operators need into one extremely 
versatile riflescope, with an astonishing 1.1-8x magnification 
range, sacrificing precision for field view is no longer a 
requirement. The illuminated front focal plane reticle is 
accurate at all magnification settings for the ultimate blend 
of precision and rapid acquisition. Auto-locking Pinch & 
Turn adjustments with 0.10 Mil clicks are extremely easy to 
adjust, yet eliminate accidental adjustment in the field. Eight 
illumination settings provide optimal reticle contrast with or 
without night vision, and an off position between intensity 
settings makes returning to the perfect illumination level 
nearly immediate. Absolutely waterproof and fog proof, the 
Mark 8 CQBSS completely eliminates compromise. Includes 
CR2032 battery, aluminum flip-back lens covers, and a 2.5” 
lens shade.

 { Multiple configurations available.

MARK 8™ 3.5-25x56mm
For the last word in precision, range and flexibility: the 
Leupold® Mark 8™ 3.5-25x56mm M5B2 provides serious 
shooters the features necessary for success at any distance. 
The Mark 8’s wide 8X zoom range offers an incredible field 
of view at lower magnifications, and excellent long-range 
target discrimination at higher powers. The 56mm objective 
and locking fast focus eyepiece yield a forgiving eyebox 
throughout the entire zoom range. Illuminated front focal 
plane reticles allow for accurate ranging and shot correction 
at any magnification, under any lighting conditions. The 
7 illumination brightness settings, with an off position 
between each setting, extend battery life and are compatible 
with night vision devices. The Mark 8 3.5-25x56 M5B2 
is completely waterproof, fog proof, and backed by the 
Legendary Leupold Mark 4 Warranty. It is the ultimate blend 
of flexibility, long range precision, and rugged durability.

 { Multiple configurations available.

Mark 4® 12-40x60mm Tactical Spotting Scope
Absolute ruggedness, 100% waterproof, low overall weight, and impeccable optical quality: 
the four key features you’ll find in Leupold Mark 4 12-40x60mm Tactical spotting scopes. 
Mil Dot, TMR, and Horus™ reticles allow both for range estimating and for the spotter to 
view the same sight picture as the shooter; inverted reticles in some offerings allow the 
reticle to be view properly while the spotting scope is used inverted. Generous, long eye 
relief offers both ease-of-use and comfort even during prolonged viewing. The armored 
magnesium body is extremely durable while remaining very light, making this the ideal 
spotting scope for any field condition. Leupold’s nitrogen charging and sealing technology 
guarantees absolute waterproof performance. A form-fitting, fully padded soft-side case 
with easy access panels that negate the need for lens covers and which remains on the 
scope at all times is included.

 { Multiple configurations available.

Contact ADS for more information.
Contact ADS for more information. Contact ADS for more information.

Contact ADS for more information.

BX-T 10x42mm Tactical Binocular
 { Waterproof, fog proof and shockproof
 { Matte Black finish
 { 10x Magnification

 { 42mm Objective lenses
 { Mil-L Reticle

Model Item #
BX-T 10x42mm Tactical Binocular Mil-L
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Model Item #
M2 Barrel Sleeve - Black M2500
M2 Barrel Sleeve - Olive Drab M2503
M2 Barrel Sleeve - Flat Dark Earth M2501
M2 Barrel Sleeve - Camo M2510

M2 BARREL SLEEVE

M2 BARREL SLEEVE

WEAPONS COMPONENTS

The Manta Defense M2 Barrel Sleeve creates a comfortable griping surface for operators to 
change and handle blazing hot barrels from the M2 machine gun. The proprietary materials 
allow the sleeve to stay on the barrel during sustained and automatic fire so the operator 
always has a cool surface to grab when a barrel change is required. Reduced heat mirage 
and IR signature are just an added benefit.

Manta Defense Products 
Create a Grip-able Thermal 
Barrier, plus help Route and 
Install Accessory Wires and 
Switches, Protecting you and 
your Gear from the Hazards 
that Plague Weapon Systems. 

The heat mitigating “rubber-like” materials of Manta 
Defense products are manufactured from proprietary 
formulas that make them impervious to chemicals and 
unable to melt. Manta Defense products increase the 
operational effectiveness of weapon systems and this is why 
they are standard issue to the United States Marine Corp 
and fielded by militaries around the world. Additionally, 
everything that goes into Manta Defense products is made 
and done in the USA - literally EVERYTHING!
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Model Item #
Grip Pod / Pistol Grip Sleeve - Black M1080
Grip Pod / Pistol Grip Sleeve - Flat Dark Earth M1081
Grip Pod / Pistol Grip Sleeve - Olive Drab M1083

Model Item #
Momentary Switch Kit - Black MSCC-BLK
Momentary Switch Kit - Flat Dark Earth MSCC-FDE
Momentary Switch Kit - Olive Drab MSCC-OD

Model Item #
M4 Kit - Black M4-BLK
M4 Kit - Flat Dark Earth M4-FDE
M4 Kit - Olive Drab M4-OD

Momentary Switch Kit
The Manta Defense Momentary Switch Kit allows operators to quickly and easily mount 
momentary switches anywhere on available rail space and helps manage any excess wire. 
The kit comes with one Micro Pocket Switch Holder and two Cross Clips to secure and route 
wires. Simply insert your pressure pad into the Micro Pocket and snap the panel onto you 
rail system. Then secure any dangling wires by using the Cross Clips to route and take up 
extra length of wire and snap them onto your rail space. The rubber-like Manta Defense 
proprietary materials are resistant to extreme heat, chemicals and abrasion, thus protecting 
your gear. [U.S.M.C. standard issue on the M27 rifle system]

Grip Sleeve With Micro Pocket  (1.25”ID)
MANTA Grip Sleeves allow the mounting of momentary activation pressure pads on a fore 
grip by utilizing a built in Micro Pocket, which holds the switch protecting it from accidental 
activation and external hazards. Recoil can be buffered by mounting a Grip Sleeve with 
the Micro Pocket facing the rear of a pistol grip. Sleeves conform to shape whether used 
on a fore grip, pistol grip, or even over the body of an optic and can be cut to length for a 
custom fit.  The MANTA material has an extremely tactile rubber like surface, making it easy 
to maintain your grasp during high action resulting in increased control and comfort. This 
1.25” diameter size option fits most pistol grips and larger vertical grips such as the Grip 
Pod.

M4 Kit
The Manta Defense M4 Kit turns the M4 rail system into an ultra grip-able tactile surface 
that can encase and mount momentary switches, route and secure wires, protect the users 
hand from heat during sustained or automatic fire and reduce sight picture mirage from a 
blazing hot barrel. This kit is operator configurable to allow for full rail coverage and heat 
protection no matter what gear may be installed on the rail.  The M4 Kit comes with one 
Micro Pocket Switch Holder that allows easy mounting of a pressure pad anywhere on the 
rail, two Cross Clips to manage and route wires, one Wire Clip to can capture wire anywhere 
on the rail, one Very-Low-Profile Rail Guard and one Low-Profile Wire Routing Rail Guard 
that routes and manage wires within itself. This kit will work on any rail including Mil Std 
1913 or NATO STANAG type rails. [U.S.M.C. standard issue on the M4 rifle system]

Model Item #
Suppressor Cover (1.5”) - Black M7000
Suppressor Cover (1.5”) - Olive Drab M7003
Suppressor Cover (1.5”) - Flat Dark Earth M7001
Suppressor Cover (1.5”) - Camo M7010

Suppressor Cover (1.5”)
The Manta Defense Suppressor Cover resists the extreme heat generated from sustained or 
automatic fire and will not melt, thus allowing an operator to grip or remove a hot suppres-
sor without accidental burns. Reduced mirage and IR signature is an added benefit. This 
size option fits suppressors that measure 1.5 inches in diameter (most .223, .300, .308, 
5.56 and 7.62 suppressors). It is 7 inches long and can interface together to increase the 
length of coverage and can be cut to length for a custom fit. Once installed the total outside 
diameter of the suppressor with the cover is approximately 2.25 inches.
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NVD-SFK-14
The PVS-14 Special Forces Kits combines accessories 
most often required for special operations into one easy to 
purchase package, which can meet most immediate fielding 
requirements. While being head or helmet mounted, the 
PVS-14 allows the user to retain their night-adapted vision 
in one eye while viewing their surroundings through the 
illuminated eyepiece of the PVS-14. All NVD-PVS-14s now 
use a brand new battery housing that will cut off power to 
the PVS-14 when the unit is flipped up in a head or helmet 
mount. It will turn back on once the unit is flipped back down 
into viewing position. The user does not need to fumble with 
the on / off switch to reset the unit in order to turn it back 
on when flipping the unit down again. Ten Year Warranty on 
Tube and System. 

 { Multiple configurations available.  Contact ADS for 
ordering information.

Contact ADS for more information.

NIGHT VISION

Night Vision Depot is the Source for the 
Highest Quality U.S. Manufactured Night 
Vision, Binoculars, Monoculars, Weapon 
Sights, Night Vision Parts, and Service.

Night Vision Depot manufactures systems utilizing the highest quality, 
American made, Generation III Image Intensifiers. Additionally, most Night 
Vision Depot systems use full MIL SPEC components and are the same 
versions fielded by the U.S. Department of Defense.
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NVD-PVS-14

The PVS-14 is the all around best multi-functional night 
vision monocular available. Its optics are the highest quality 
and the new redesigned battery housing simplifies use with 
greater dependability and lighter weight. While being head or 
helmet mounted, the PVS-14 allows the user to retain their 
night adapted vision in one eye while viewing their surround-
ings through the illuminated eyepiece of the PVS-14. It can 
also be weapon mounted behind most collimated daylight 
aimers and Reflex sights such as the ACOG, Aimpoint and 
EOTECH systems. Ten Year Warranty on Tube and System.

 { Multiple configurations available.  Contact ADS for 
ordering information.

SENVG
The Exelis SENVG, Spiral Enhanced Night Vision Goggle is an 
optically fused monocular which combines both an image 
intensified tube and infrared (IR) micro bolometer into 
one compact unit. This system provide fusion (via optical 
overlay) of I and IR imagery, to provide the user with the 
following benefits:

 { Greater situational awareness due to improved threat 
detection under most battlefield environments; 
compatible with traditional weapon system ranges.

 { Expanded viewing capability from high-light conditions 
to total darkness (no light) and through battlefield 
obscurants. Increases capability for urban operations.

 { Improved wearing comfort due to better weight balance 
resulting in less fatigue.

 { Easy-to-use controls; similar to the proven AN/PVS-14.
 { Non-exit pupil forming eyepiece allows the soldier to 

maintain full field of view even as helmet shifts during 
vigorous physical movements.

 { One Year Warranty

NVD-BNS-LR
The BNS-LR (Boresighted Night Sight - Long Range) is a 
high-resolution Clip-on Night Vision Device that mounts 
on any MIL-STD-1913 rail in front of any existing scope. 
This adds night vision capabilities to daytime target 
acquisition platforms. The BNS-LR has an extremely fast 
f/1.0 catadioptric lens for a brighter and sharper image 
in starlight, and patented permanent boresight alignment 
technology. The BNS-LR gathers twice as much light as the 
BNS and can be used against targets at 1.5 times the range 
of the BNS. The unit is installed, operated, and removed 
without tools and without affecting boresight (permanent 
boresight alignment). The unit can be mounted on a spotting 
scope for long range reconnaissance, hand-held as a Night 
Observation Device (NOD), or used in other night-time 
operations requiring night vision capabilities.

Model Item #
Boresighted Night Sight - Long Range NVD-BNS-LR-P+

Contact ADS for more information.

Contact ADS for more information.

Contact ADS for more information.

Contact ADS for more information.

NVD-BNVD
The BNVD (Binocular Night Vision Device) is a dual tube 
night vision goggle/monocular that offers outstanding depth 
perception and supportability. The BNVD can be used as 
a monocular by choosing which side you want to use as 
your night vision eye and rotate the other side/arm of the 
binocular up and out of the way. Each arm is tight enough 
so that the rotated arm will not fall down, but stay in its user 
adjusted position. To use as a binocular, rotate both sides 
down or when night vision is no longer needed, shut off and 
rotate both sides up and out of the way. 

The BNVD utilizes MIL SPEC optics and features a flip up 
turn off with flip down turn back on function, when  used in 
conjunction with a helmet mount. Ten Year Warranty on Tube 
and System.

 { Multiple configurations available. Contact ADS for 
ordering information.

NVD-BNVDG

The Night Vision Depot (NVD) Binocular Night Vision Device 
with Gain Control (BNVD-G) is a brand new dual tube night 
vision goggle, which offers outstanding depth perception 
and is now enhanced with Gain Control. Each eyepiece 
has its own gain control knob to allow the user to adjust 
the tube brightness (gain) lower to compensate for overly 
bright conditions, or to increase the gain under extreme 
dark conditions. The BNVD-G can be used as a monocular by 
choosing which side you want to use as your night vision eye 
and rotate the other side/arm of the binocular up and out of 
the way. Power for the NVD-BNVD-G is supplied via one AA 
battery for up to 30 hours of continuous use. The system is 
also fully submersible up to 66 feet. Ten Year Warranty.

 { Multiple configurations available. Contact ADS for 
ordering information.
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Otis offers High Quality, 
Innovative Products Made  
in the U.S. with its Unique  
Breech-to-Muzzle® Design, these 
Products Allow Proper Firearm 
Cleaning without Disassembly.  

Otis strives to introduce new products that make proper firearm 
maintenance quicker and easier. Additionally, Otis works closely 
with the U.S. Military to fulfill their firearm maintenance needs. 
It is of great pride that Otis is on the front lines with the men and 
women protecting our country. Otis. It’s Quick. It’s Simple. It’s 
Smart Gun Care.

CLEANING SYSTEMS
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Improved Weapons Cleaning Kit (IWCK)
When things don’t happen as planned, your training has 
prepared you to adapt and overcome. Your cleaning system 
needs to keep up with whatever firearm is part of that new 
plan. Designed to clean and maintain all 5.56MM, 7.62MM, 
9MM and .45 cal. weapons.

 { 8” and 30” Memory-Flex® Cables for effective and 
correct Breech-to-Muzzle® cleaning

 { Five (5) firearm-specific bronze brushes remove deposits 
and other fouling

 { T-handle and obstruction removal tools for jammed cases 
and other blockages

 { Specialized precision tools for complete breakdown and 
fine cleaning of all critical and hard to reach areas of 
your weapon

 { Optics cleaning gear for care and maintenance of scopes, 
rangefinders, night vision equipment and more

 { Multi-tool for additional precision cleaning

Model Item #
Improved Weapons Cleaning Kit (IWCK) MFG-211-IWCK

Deluxe LE Cleaning System
Designed for Law Enforcement pistols and sub guns 9MM 
through .45 cal., .223 cal./5.56MM, .308 cal./7.62MM rifles 
and 12 ga. shotguns.

 { 8” and 30” Memory-Flex® cables for effective and 
correct Breech-to-Muzzle® cleaning

 { Six (6) firearm-specific, bronze bore brushes remove 
deposits and other fouling

 { Specialized precision tools allow complete breakdown 
and detailed cleaning of your firearm

 { Lightweight soft pack with belt loop for convenient carrying

Model Item #
Deluxe LE Cleaning System FG-85211

T-Mod Cleaning System
For a team environment, Otis offers the T-Mod Cleaning 
System. This system offers the cleaning and maintenance 
tools to support a squad of soldiers and their weapons. 
Designed to clean and maintain all 5.56mm & 7.62mm rifles 
and 9mm & .45 cal pistols.

 { Four (4) firearm-specific bronze bore brushes remove 
deposits and other fouling

 { 5.56mm chamber brush and rods for proper cleaning  
of chamber

 { 8” & 30” Memory-Flex® cables for effective and correct 
Breech-to-Muzzle® cleaning

 { Specialized prediction tools for complete breakdown 
and fine cleaning of all critical and hard to reach areas of 
your weapon

 { Optics cleaning gear for care and maintenance of scopes, 
rangefinders, night vision equipment and more

 { Four (4) firearm-specific Ripcords® for a quick,  
one-pass clean

Model Item #
T-Mod Cleaning System MFG-211-TMOD

Ripcord®

For times in the field when you just can’t reach your Otis 
cleaning system and need a quick and effective clean – 
reach for the Ripcord®. This convenient tool cleans from 
Breech-to-Muzzle® in one quick and easy pass. The molded 
rubberized core and Nomex® fibers together create a more 
effective way to trap and remove fouling. Available in .223 
cal/5.56mm, .30 cal, 9mm & .45 cal.

Model Item #
Ripcord® (5.56mm) IP-RC-556 B
Ripcord® (7.62mm) IP-RC-762 B
Ripcord® (9mm) IP-RC-9MM B
Ripcord® (.45 cal.) IP-RC-45-5 B

B.O.N.E.® Tool
MSR/AR owners know the importance of a clean bolt and 
bolt carrier group. Carbon and fouling can build-up in these 
areas, causing jams and malfunctions. The B.O.N.E.® Tool 
was designed specifically to clean the bolt carrier assembly 
area. Note: While this tool fits many bolts flawlessly, it may 
fit some bolts better than others due to variance in bolts by 
different manufacturers.

 { Includes a 8-32 threaded hole to act as a T-handle
 { Available for 5.56mm or 7.62mm rifles
 { This quick-clean tool serves four purposes:
 { Scrapes carbon and fouling from the: 
 { Bolt 
 { Bolt Carrier 
 { Firing Pin

Model Item #
B.O.N.E.® Tool (5.56mm) IP-246 B
B.O.N.E.® Tool (7.62mm) IP-276 B

M249 Saw Scraper Tool
For the M249/SAW/Minimi. Effectively cleans the gas 
regulator, gas cylinder and piston on an M249.

Model Item #
Saw Scraper Tool IP-249 B
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SpecterDR™ 1-6x (Enhanced) Dual Role Rifle Sight
The Specter DR™ dual role weapon sight by ELCAN is a dual-field-of-view (DFOV) sight 
providing both close quarter and precision fire ranged capability in a single package. Whether 
utilizing the red dot in 1x magnification or the ranging reticle in 6x mode, the Specter DR™ 
dual role weapon sight provides ultra-wide viewing angles for optimal situational awareness 
and unmatched low-light performance. 

The 1x field-of-view provides a 15° viewing angle and an extremely fast, “both eyes open” 
target acquisition capability. The second field-of-view provides a 6x-magnified sight with 
a field?of-view of 3°, a range compensating reticle, long-range target identification, and 
precision marksmanship capability. The magnification of the SpecterDR™ dual role weapon 
sight by ELCAN switches easily and quickly using a dial mounted on the side of the optical 
housing. 

The Specter DR™ 1-6x dual role military sight by ELCAN provides unmatched situational 
awareness and eye relief (at least 70mm) in the market place in a compact, lightweight 
package.

Model Item #
SpecterDR™ 1-6x (Enhanced) Dual Role Rifle Sight 903454-001

SpecterOZ™ 5-20x Continuous Optical Zoom Scope
Specter OZ™ sighting system is comprised of two subsystems: an optimized Combat Scope 
with a 5x-20x variable zoom magnification and an integrated and enclosed CQB 1x unity 
sight. This system provides the perfect solution for close quarters target engagement, while 
enhancing long-range target engagement and observation capabilities. Each of the two 
subsystems can be used as stand-alone devices or integrated onto the host weapon system.

The Specter OZ™ sighting system boasts a 1x unity power CQB (2MOA) capability combined 
with a long-range engagement capability via a 5-20x magnification scope with tactile 
adjustments for targets beyond 1,000m. The first focal plane reticle employs an integrated 
rangefinder, reticle-based magnification indicator and a graduated targeting grid for 
precision optical shot correction.

Model Item #
SpecterOZ™ 5-20x Continuous Optical Zoom Scope 904165-001
SpecterOZ™ 5-20x System - Scope + MRDS 904077-001

DAY SCOPES
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SpecterDR™ 1.5-6x Dual Role Rifle Sight
The SpecterDR™ dual role weapon sight by ELCAN is a Dual-
Field-of-View (DFOV) sight providing both close quarter and 
precision fire ranged capability in a single package. Whether 
utilizing the red dot in 1.5x magnification or the ranging 
reticle in 6x mode, the SpecterDR™ dual role weapon sight 
provides ultra-wide viewing angles for optimal situational 
awareness and unmatched low-light performance.

The 1.5x field-of-view provides a 16° viewing angle and an 
extremely fast, “both eyes open” target acquisition capabil-
ity. The second field-of-view provides a 6x-magnified sight 
with a field-of-view of 4°, a range compensating reticle, long-
range target identification, and precision marksmanship 
capability. The magnification of the SpecterDR™ dual role 
weapon sight by ELCAN switches easily and quickly using a 
lever mounted on the side of the optical housing.

Model Item #
SpecterDR™ 1.5-6x -0.50 cal 903377-001 (SU-230B/PVS)
SpecterDR™ 1.5-6x -5.56mm 903377-002 (SU-230B/PVS)
SpecterDR™ 1.5-6x- 7.62mm 903377-003 (SU-230B/PVS)

SpecterTR™ 1-3-9x 3FOV Rifle Sight
The SpecterTR™ 1-3-9x Tri-FOV Military Combat Weapon Sight 
is the world’s first three field-of-view optical weapon sight; 
available in both 5.56 and 7.62 configurations. The unique 
three field-of-view design maximizes combat effectiveness 
by providing precision close quarter, mid-range, and long 
range engagement capability. The 1x field-of-view provides 
a 16° viewing angle and an extremely fast, “both eyes open” 
target acquisition capability maximized by a red aiming 
dot and at least 70mm eye relief. The second field-of-view 
provides a 3x-magnified sight with a field-of-view of 6°, range 
compensating reticle, and precision mid-range marksmanship 
capability. In 9x, a crystal clear 2° viewing angle provides 
unmatched long-range target detection, identification, and 
engagement capability - all in a compact, lightweight 264mm, 
829 g (scope and mount) telescopic package.

Model Item #
SpecterTR™ 1-3-9x 5.56mm 3FOV Rifle Sight 904396-001
SpecterTR™ 1-3-9x 7.62mm 3FOV Rifle Sight 906396-002

SpecterMRDS™ Mini Red Dot Sight
The SpecterMRDS™ by ELCAN is the latest addition to 
the battle-proven  Specter™ line of combat optical sights. 
Designed to enhance the close quarter’s battle capability of 
any one of the sights in the Specter™ line, the 1x mini red 
dot attaches with a top-mounted plate for “both eyes open, 
heads-up” target engagement. This is accomplished using 
a sharp 7 MOA red aiming dot which can be adjusted to 10 
intensity levels using the tactile dial on the sight body. In 
addition to the 10 intensity levels, the SpecterMRDS™ can 
be set on auto-adjust, which allows the red dot to automat-
ically adjust for the ambient light. The SpecterMRDS™ also 
serves as an effective stand alone, close quarters optic for 
assault rifles, shotguns, and pistols.

Model Item #
SpecterMRDS™ Mini Red Dot Sight - Rotary Switch 904191-001
SpecterMRDS™ Mini Red Dot Sight -  
Ambient Sensor & Rotary Switch

904323-001

SpecterMRDS™ Mini Red Dot Sight - Sensor Only 903849-002

Raytheon ELCAN Optical Technologies 
Feature a Complete Range of Battle-Tested, 
Premium Quality Sighting Systems. 
Raytheon ELCAN has been making advanced sighting systems since 1986 and is 
committed to ongoing product development to meet specific customer needs and 
changing operational requirements.

The defining characteristics of Specter™ Sights by ELCAN are ruggedness, superior 
optical performance and unique capabilities. Over 600,000 ELCAN optical sights are 
deployed with elite fighting forces around the world as their standard issue sight for 
small arms. They are recognized by military marksmen as being the easiest, most 
accurate small arms targeting systems, preferred for their operational simplicity, 
rugged performance and high-precision optics.

Raytheon ELCAN also designs and manufactures custom rifle sights and “next-
generation” fire control systems for military and commercial customers.
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From Extreme-Range Precision Sniper Rifles and Combat Carbines, to 
Brute Force Shotguns, Remington’s Field-Ready Small Arms Solutions 
Provide Military and Law Enforcement Personnel the Lethal Accuracy 
and Life-Saving Reliability they Require. 

Remington Defense weapon systems provide modularity and 
are user-configurable through a full range of adjustments 
and accessory options including caliber, barrel length, and 
barrel profile. Their family of modular solutions range from the 
Adaptable Combat Rifle (ACR) and Modular Combat Shotgun 

(MCS), to the Remington Gas Piston (RGP) and Modular Sniper 
Rifle (MSR). These modular systems have common features 
including removable rail pieces, interchangeable grips, cable 
routing guides, octagonal free-float tubes, and quick, simple 
caliber, and barrel change capabilities.

XM2010 SYSTEM
Systematically eliminating all variables. The M24 is based on 
the legendary Model 700™ and 40-X™ rifles. Its unmatched 
accuracy and reliability have made it the standard in long-
range tactical situations, with over 15,000 sold since 1988, 
and our Sniper Weapon Systems make outfitting your oper-
ation as efficient and as simple as possible. From the basic 
M24 Sniper System –the standard for the U.S. Army since 
1988 – to the advanced M2010 configuration, we include 
the world-famous rifle and all the premium, service-proven 
components you need. Remington® was awarded the U.S. 
M2010 Army Enhanced Sniper Rifle (ESR) contract in 
September 2010 to reconfigure up to 3,600 M24 Sniper 
Weapon Systems after a full and open competition.

Model Item #
XM2010 System 86480

XM2010 SYSTEM

WEAPONS
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PSR System
A new level of surgical precision. Designed for operators, by operators. The Remington® 
Modular Sniper Rifle (MSR®) combines lethal accuracy at 1500 meters with a user-adjust-
able folding stock, free-float handguard, and the potential to change barrel lengths and 
calibers within minutes at the user level from 338 Lapua Magnum to 338 Norma Magnum 
to 300 Winchester Magnum to 7.62mm NATO. This patent-pending system addresses 
long and medium-range needs of the modern battlefield in one package designed to meet 
multiple emerging U.S. Armed Forces requirements. The MSR is mission-adaptable with 
just a change of a bolt face, barrel and magazine, and features lightweight, efficient design 
and optimal material selection for performance and corrosion resistance – this system truly 
never has to leave the battlefield.

Model Item #
PSR System 86280

R4™ Rifles and Carbines
The M16-type family of rifles and carbines has more than 40 years of field-proven reliability 
and versatility, and Remington® has more than 195 years experience providing unmatched 
quality and value in firearms.  With the introduction of the R4™  and R16™  5.56mm and R10™  
and R11™  7.62mm platforms; more than 5,000 different components and accessories, and a 
fully integrated line of Advanced Armament Corp. flash hiders, muzzle breaks and suppressors, 
operators now have more options than ever before.  Whether the mission demands the 
compact portability of a personal defense weapon in 5.56mm or 9mm, the long-range power 
and precision of a 7.62mm semi-automatic sniper rifle, or anything in between, Remington® 
offers a solution that you can count on to perform everytime.

Model Item #
R4™ 86532
R4™ Enhanced 86573
R4™ Operator 86572

Model 700™ SPS™ Tactical AAC®-SD™
 { 308 Win with 20” Heavy Barrel with 5/8-24 Threaded Muzzle
 { Shipped with Thread Protector Installed
 { Accepts AAC® and other 5/8-24 Threaded Flash Hiders, Muzzle Brake and Suppressors
 { 1 in 10” Rate of Twist for increased bullet stability 
 { Hogue® Overmolded Ghillie Green™ Pillar Bedded Stock
 { X-Mark Pro® Externally Adjustable Trigger Set at 3 Pounds

Model Item #
Model 700™ SPS™ Tactical AAC®-SD™ 84203

R12 Versa Max™
The Remington® R12 Versa Max™ Autoloading Tactical Shotgun ushers in a new era in 
combat shotguns, from America’s oldest gun maker. The R12’s™ self adjusting, short-
stroke,dual piston gas operating system provides unmatched versatility and maximum 
reliability with minimal maintenance. The ability to fire all standard 12-ga. 2 ”, and 3” loads 
ensures that the R12™ is always ready for any job whether it be ballistic breaching, security 
operations, or full scale combat. The unique operating system and revolutionary SuperCell™ 
recoil pad combine to produce a 12-ga. shotgun that fires magnum loads with almost 20% 
less recoil than a 20-ga pump. Options including rifle, bead or ghost-ring sights, 14.5” or 
18” hammer-forged barrels, user-configurable forend mounted rails, and a full system of 
shotgun accessories.

Model Item #
R12 Versa Max™ Autoloading Tactical Shotgun 82795

Black Ops 1911 & 14.45
Developed by the most influential minds in 
pistol design, and packed with the highest 
capacity and most firepower found in a 1911 
tactical pistol – up to 14 rounds of .45 AUTO. 
Add in the excellent handling, expert precision 
and an uncompromising group of features, 
and you’ve got the ultimate sidearm should 
your situation go from bad to brutal.

 { .45 ACP
 { 5” Ramped Barrel
 { Trijicon® Tritium Night Sights
 { Stainless Steel Frame & Slide
 { EGW® HD Extractor
 { Integral Accessory Rail (1911)
 { Beaver Tail Grip & Ambidextrous Thumb 

Safety 
 { Skeletonized Match Grade Trigger
 { IonBond© PVD Finish
 { VZ® Operator™ Machined G10 Grips
 { Two 8-Round Standard Magazines (1911)
 { Two 14-Round Double Stack Magazines 

(14.45)

Model Item #
Para Black-Ops 1911 96690
Para Black-Ops 14.45 96694

Black OPS 1911

Black OPS 14.45
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THIS IS NO PLACE FOR AMATEURS.

Nightforce Optics, Inc. / MIL-GOV-LE  n  706.460.5515  n  militaryinfo@nightforceoptics.com  n  NightforceOptics.com

MIL-SPEC 5-25 x 56 F1

MIL-SPEC 4-16 x 42 F1

MIL•GOV•LE

At right: two of our newest riflescopes, created to 
maximize the versatility provided by first focal plane 

reticle placement. Offered with .250 MOA or .1 Mil 
Radian adjustments and proprietary Nightforce reticles 

as well as the Horus H59 and TReMoR3. The 4-16 x 42 F1 
is streamlined and compact, adaptable to a wide range 

of weapons platforms. Our 5-25 x 56 F1 is one of the 
world’s premier long-range riflescopes, exceeding the 
capabilities of any known caliber and high-BC bullet.

Some optics companies slap “tactical” 
on an off-the-shelf consumer product 

and think that makes it suitable for 
professionals. It doesn’t.

Nightforce MIL-SPEC riflescopes are 
purpose-built to exceed MIL-STD 

810G requirements. For over a decade, 
USSOCOM forces have relied upon 
Nightforce under the most brutal 

conditions imaginable. We build our 
riflescopes to be utterly rugged, reliable 

and repeatable…mission after  
mission, operation after operation.

Just like the professionals who use them.

At top: A coalition special operations service member fires his sniper 
rifle from a hilltop during a firefight near Nawa Garay village in the 

Kajran district of Afghanistan's Daykundi province, April 3, 2012. 
U.S. Navy photo by Petty Officer 2nd Class Jacob Dillon.



Security Equipment Corporation 
(SEC) is a Family Owned and 
Operated U.S. Manufacturer 
of SABRE Pepper Sprays and 
SABRE Safety Products. 
 
After numerous requests, market research and testing, SEC 
introduced SABRE Law Enforcement Aerosol Projectors 
in 1997. Numerous Law Enforcement 
agencies have adopted SABRE products 
because of their superior product 
performance, independent laboratory 
testing, quality control, HPLC guarantee, 
training and service. SEC now operates 
four aerosol lines dedicated to producing 
aerosol irritant projectors. Their 40+ 
years of experience, exclusive focus and 
commitment to excellence have made 
SEC the global leader.

SABRE Crossfire
Maximizes Target Acquisition! Superior 
to 1st and 2nd generation Aerosol Irritant 
Projectors, Crossfire introduces 3rd generation 
technology which allows SABRE Stream & Gel 
OC canisters to deploy continuously from any 
angle or orientation. Picture the face of an 
analog clock which displays the time through 
the use of fixed numbered dials and moving 
hands. 1st generation OC sprays only deploy 
upright between the clock’s 10 and 2 dials. 
2nd generation OC sprays increase target 
acquisition with the addition of 1/2 second 
bursts deployments between the clock’s 4 
and 8 dials. The 3rd generation Crossfire will 

deploy continuously from any position or dial 
on a clock to maximize target acquisition 
when encountering dynamic subjects which 
attempt to duck or block the spray. Crossfire 
Gel , designed to reduce cross contamination, 
is also great for crowded public venues such as 
sporting events, government buildings  
and more.

Model Item #
SABRE Red MK-3 Crossfire Stream 52CFT10
SABRE Red MK-4 Crossfire Stream 52CFT30
SABRE Red MK-3 Crossfire Gel 52CFT10-G
SABRE Red MK-4 Crossfire Gel 52CFT30-G

SABRE Red MK-60
The fastest, safest & easiest to refill crowd 
management projector! The SABRE MK-60 
allows the product to be quickly filled on-line 
or on the way to a disturbance without the 
need of a large external pressurization source. 
Simply screw in the pre-measured nitrogen 
tank and the MK-60 is ready to go in less than 
90 seconds. With approximately twice as much 

spray time as traditional crowd management 
devices (30 seconds vs. 15 seconds) at a range 
of 30 ft, the MK-60 is the best available aerosol 
crowd management technology on the market.

Model Item #
SABRE Red MK-60 82H2060

SABRE Red MK-9 Streamer
The SABRE MK -9 was designed for crowd 
management and cell extractions. Extremely 
portable, the MK-9 can be carried in cruisers 
or with a convenient thigh holster. High Volume 
Streamers, Foggers & Gel can fire up to 25’-
30’ (8-10M). Foam models fire up to 12’-15’ 
(4-5M). SABRE’s MK-9 Streamers & Foggers 
contain 16.0 & 18.5 oz of product. Up to 4.5 
oz more than the competition.

Model Item #
SABRE Red MK-9 Streamer 92H2060
SABRE Red MK-9 18.5 oz Fogger 920060-C

SABRE Red MK-9 Phantom Cell Buster
Hits Hard… Decons Easy! SABRE’s PHANTOM 
OC utilizes an innovative Evaporating Fog Delivery. 
More debilitating (inhalation effect) and simpler 
to clean-up (fresh air) than traditional fog delivery 
system, PHANTOM is the ideal extraction 
tool. The SABRE PHANTOM Cell Buster adds 
the benefit of hose and wand deployment for 
harder to reach and maneuver situations.

Model Item #
SABRE Red MK-9 Phantom Cell Buster 92PTM60-W

LESS LETHAL
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SIG SAUER®, Headquartered 
in Newington, New Hampshire, 
is the World’s Most Renowned 
Manufacturer of Firearms. 

A dedication to superior quality, reliability, and performance 
has made SIG SAUER pistols and rifles the choice of many 
of the most elite military, government, and law enforcement 
units worldwide. Ensuring this level of performance are 
the company’s unmatched design, manufacturing and 
QC capabilities - from cold hammer forging rifle barrels 
and machining most parts from raw materials on an array 
of state-of-the-art CNC machines, to finishing parts, 
assembling and testing every product. SIG SAUER strives 
to ensure, through every step of the manufacturing and 
assembly process, every product manufactured meets 
or exceeds strict quality standards. An ISO 9001:2008 
certified company, SIG SAUER is the largest member of a 
worldwide business group of firearms manufacturers that 
includes SIG SAUER, GmbH & Co., KG in Germany, and 
Swiss Arms AG in Switzerland.

SIG MPX®

SIG MPX®
A new standard has been set. The SIG MPX® is the only submachine gun that allows the 
operator to change barrel length, caliber, and stock configuration in the field to meet 
mission requirements. The SIG MPX employs the SIG SAUER® battle-proven, gas-operated 
short-stroke piston system with unequaled reliability in the field, even under the most 
adverse conditions. The SIG MPX features familiar AR-style controls; an integral M1913 
rail; telescoping, folding, or pistol configurations; and a fully locked, rotating bolt system.  
Available in 9mm NATO, it converts to .357 SIG or .40S&W in semi-auto or select fire feed 
and has locking flip-up front/rear sights.

Model Item #
SIG MPX 9MM 16" MPX-C-9-T
SIG MPX 9MM 8" MPX-P-9
SIG MPX 9MM 8" W/PSB MPX-P-9-PSB

WEAPONS  WEAPONS COMPONENTS
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P320™
The SIG SAUER® P320™ revolutionizes the polymer frame pistol. The unique modular design 
of the P320™ striker-fired pistol offers the user the flexibility to change between calibers, 
sizes, and fit. Taking into account the concerns of military and police officers, the P320 pro-
vides an enhanced level of safety not found on most service pistols. Unlike its competitors 
the user does not have to pull the trigger nor use a special tool to take down the firearm 
for cleaning or routine maintenance.  It was designed with a partially pre-tensioned striker, 
for a short, crisp, trigger pull with a quick, pronounced reset. The P320 features a M1913 
accessory rail and SIGLITE® night sights, and is available in 9mm, .357SIG, and .40S&W.

The SIG SAUER® P226® is the pistol that set the standard by which all other combat hand-
guns are measured. The exceptional ergonomics and balance make this full size pistol easy 
to handle. The P226 MK25 is identical to the pistol carried by the special warfare operators 
of the U.S. Navy SEALs. Chambered in 9mm and engraved with an anchor on the left side of 
the slide, the P226 is the official sidearm of the SEALs. The MK25 features a Nitron® stain-
less steel slide, a corrosion-resistant internal coating, an M1913 accessory rail and black 
polymer grips.  The MK25 has a 4-point safety system with a DA/SA trigger mechanism and 
SIGLITE® night sights.

Contact ADS for more information.Contact ADS for more information.

Model Item #
SIG716, 7.62 NATO, Rifle, 16in bbl, 
Patrol, BLK, Semi-Auto, Folding 
Sights, Telescoping Stock, (1) 20rd  
Poly Mag, Alum HGD

WR716-16B-P

SIG716, 7.62 NATO, SBR, 12.5in  
bbl, CQB, BLK, Full-Auto, Locking 
Folding Sights, Telescoping Stock,  
(1) 20rd Poly Mag, Alum HGD

WR716-12B-CQB-MGA

*COMING SOON* SIG716G2, 7.62 
NATO, Rifle, 16in bbl, DMR, BLK,  
Semi 2-Stage Match, Folding  
Sights, Telescoping Stock,  
(1) 20rd Poly Mag, Alum HGD

WR716G2-H16B-DMR

SIG 716
AR Platform - .308 Caliber performance.  
Short-stroke gas piston system. 4-position 
adjustable gas system. Ambidextrous controls. 
Integral and ambidextrous QD sling mounts.

MK25

Contact ADS for more information.

SIG MCX™
The SIG MCX is a multi-caliber special 
applications weapon system.  The weapon is 
mission-configurable, allowing the operator to 
change caliber, barrel lengths and stock con-
figurations to their specific operation require-
ments. The SIG MCX has familiar AR style 
weapon ambidextrous controls, multiple butt 
stock configurations and a free-floating barrel 
with an optional integrated suppressor. The 
short-stroke tappet piston system increases 
reliability and durability by reducing parts wear 
in various shooting conditions. The SIG MCX 
is available in .300 blackout, 5.56X44mm 
NATO, and 7.62 X39mm Russian. The MCX rifle 
features a quick-change barrel, side folding 
stock, integral QD sling attachments, a key 
mod carbon fiber or aluminum hand guard, and 
an enhanced pistol grip with storage.
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Model Item #
Silencer, 7.62/300WIN, Stainless, Fast Attach with  
Taper-Lok™ muzzle brake 5/8x24

MIL-SRD762-QD

Silencer, .338, Taper-Lok™  for SRD338-QD MIL-SRD338-QD
Silencer, 5.56, Stainless, Fast Attach with Taper-Lok™  
muzzle brake 1/2x28 Muzzle brake assembly

MIL-SRD556-QD

M400

Suppressors
Making Noise by making just a little.  SIG SAUER takes the SIGnature 
reduction world by storm.  Building on decades of experience, SIG 
has developed the most innovative silencers ever.  With cutting-edge 
design, materials and construction, it’s the next-generation of 
silencer design. 

MCX

SIG 516

5.56 Silencer

.338 Silencer

Model Item #
SIG 516® Upper Receiver - 7" UA516G2-7
SIG 516® Upper Receiver - 10" UA516G2-10
SIG 516® Upper Receiver - 14" UA516G2-14
SIG 516® Upper Receiver - 16" UA516G2-16

Upper Receiver Groups
SIG SAUER® offers complete SIG516 upper receivers featuring its 
advanced short-stroke piston pushrod system.  The SIG516 uppers 
allow operators to upgrade their current AR-15/M 16/M4-type rifles 
from direct gas impingement systems to the SIG SAUER advanced 
short-stroke pushrod system.  This advanced operating system 
reduces carbon fouling, excessive heat and unburned powder in the 
action, ensuring reliability and function that is unmatched. A stan-
dard 5.56mm NATO chrome-lined chamber and bore ensure reliable 
function in any environment. All models feature a free-floating, alu-
minum, M1913 quad rail and 1:7 right-hand twist bore configuration. 
The 7” and 10” uppers feature short heavy barrels, while the 14.5” 
and 16” offer mil-spec M4 profile barrels.

MCX Upper Receiver Assembly:
COMING SOON. Compatible with standard AR lowers (with conversion 
kit).  Multi-caliber.  Quick Change Barrel with SIG flash hider.  Carbon 
Fiber or Aluminum hand guard.  Self-regulating gas system.

M400 Rifle Upper Receiver Group: 
Improved safety over even Mil-Spec AR’s (extractor support pin).  
Lightweight.  Available in 11.5”, 14.5” and 16” barrels.  SWAT, MOE 
or Keymod.  Available in 5.56mm and 300BLK.
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COMPLETE SYSTEMS PROVIDER

MCX™

SI
G

Built to be silenced, light, and short.  
A complete weapon system delivering 
limitless possibilities and zero compromise. 
Introducing the adaptable rifle platform  
to which all others must adapt.

GROUNDBREAKING
FROM THE GROUND UP.

Shown with 
SIG SAUER®  
ELECTRO-OPTIC 
Tango6  1-6x24mm

DESIGNED  
TO BE SILENCED
Integrated Platform

Taper-Lok™ System

ENGINEERED FOR  
300BLK / 5.56 NATO
Subsonic / Supersonic

7.62x39 Coming Soon

SKELETONIZED  
FOLDING STOCK
No Buffer Tube

M1913 Rail Mount

Low-Profile

SIGevolution.com/SIGMCX



Steiner Binoculars have Earned a Reputation for Performance and 
Reliability on Battlegrounds Around the World. From the Deserts of Iraq 
to the Mountains of Afghanistan, they have Endured the most Extreme 
Conditions and Rigorous Use.
 
For over 65 years, Steiner-Optik in Bayreuth, Germany, has set the bar in premium optics. Over 460 exacting steps ensure rigorous 
quality throughout design and manufacture. Relentless innovation creates technologies like the N2 injection™ system, laser protection 
filters, Steiner Nano-protection® and Diamond-night™ lens coatings. Constant user feedback, from battlefields to birding, keeps 
performance state of the art. No optics will serve you better.
 
In addition to the outdoor, hunting and marine markets, Steiner provides products to military and law enforcement worldwide. Allied 
forces around the world—including the U.S. Army and countless law enforcement agencies—have made Steiner their binocular of choice.

BINOCULARS  DAY SCOPES  RANGEFINDERS
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Steiner DBAL-A3 Steiner DBAL-D2

Model Item #
P750 - 7x50mm 2029
P1042 - 10x42m 2027

The third generation DBAL provides the same overall 
functionality as it predecessor, the DBAL-A2. The “visible 
override” port allows operators to integrate a white light LED 
with the visible laser to facilitate an immediate transition 
from night vision (IR mode) to daylight operations (visible 
mode).

Features
 { IR laser (<50mW)
 { Adjustable IR illuminator (<50mW)
 { Visible green laser (<50mW)
 { Fully Adjustable Windage / Elevation 
 { Quick Release HT Mount 
 { Co-Aligned Visible & IR Aiming Lasers IR LED Illuminator 
 { Powered By: One CR 123A Battery Fits rifles, carbines, or 

submachine guns equipped with NATO 1913 or Picatinny 
rails.

 { Sales restricted to military & law enforcement only

Model Item #
DBAL-A3 - Visible Green Laser/IR Pointer/ IR Illuminator 10010

Manufactured with high definition, aspherical telescopic 
lens technology, the DBAL-D2 features a 2° to 30° 
adjustable illumination beam. This highly collimated beam 
significantly enhances night vision performance and offers 
an eye-safe means of illuminating distances greater than 
1000 m. Military and law enforcement models also features 
an enhanced end cap, taking full advantage of the added 
switching capabilities of the full powered D2.

Features
 { Fully Adjustable Windage / Elevation 
 { Quick Release HT Mount 
 { Visible Override Port
 { Co-Aligned Visible & IR Aiming Lasers IR LED Illuminator 
 { Remote Cable Port Activation / Mode Selector Switch
 { Integrated Activation Switch 
 { Powered By: One CR 123A Battery

Model Item #
DBAL-D2 - Visible Green Laser/IR Illuminator 9002

P-Series Binoculars
New P-Series binoculars are designed for patrol, tactical 
operations and surveillance missions that require fast cap-
ture, clear 3-D images and high detail under all conditions. 
Three full-sized models provide comfortable ergonomics 
for long-term observation, crisp resolution and wide field 
of view. The two compact models offer gear bag size and 
lightweight mobility.

 { Full-sized Porro prism or compact roof prism for highly 
detailed 3-dimensional images.

 { Multi-coated lenses optimize light transmission for 
superb performance in low light or hazy conditions.

 { New Gray military grade rubber armoring protects 
chassis and lenses, reduces noise and provides a sure 
grip in all conditions.

 { Durable waterproof/fogproof construction withstands 
extreme cold and wet conditions.

T5Xi 5
The new T5Xi Tactical Riflescopes features German engineering but it’s proudly designed, 
machined and assembled in the USA. It is the ideal sniper scope for long-range platforms 
and large calibers. Its high power and extended elevation travel extend your range beyond 
1,500 meters, with outstanding visibility even in lowest light.
 
Features

 { One-piece 34mm tube
 { 5x zoom
 { First focal plane
 { New SCR reticle
 { Low profile turrets with zero stop

 { Second rotation indicator
 { Locking diopter ring
 { Side parallax/illumination knob
 { Night vision compatible.

Model Item #
T5Xi 5-25x56mm Riflescope 5122

M5Xi Military 1-5x24

Model Item #
M5Xi Military 1-5x24 5571

The German-made M5Xi series features world-class engineering and optical systems, 
built to strict military specs and precisely crafted for victory – on the battlefield, or in 
competition. The 1-5x is for marksmen rifles, patrol rifles and AR/M4 platforms, with true 
eyes-open 1x magnification, and 5x zoom to locate targets at longer distances. Close 
combat scope with 30mm tube, Rapid Dot reticle calibrated in 5.56, true 1x eyes open 
capability for situational awareness and 5x power to engage distant target.

Features
 { Maginification 1x-5x
 { Tube Diameter 30mm
 { Length 11.6”

 { Battery CR2450
 { Item no. 5571
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ACOG TA648MGO-M240
This Machine Gun Optic (MGO) designed specifically for the M240 weapon system. The 
MGO provides the shooter enhanced target identification and increased hit probability out 
to 1200 meters utilizing the Bullet Drop Compensator. With a built in 1913 Picatinny rail 
on top, the MGO allows the end user to incorporate the Trijicon 1x42 Reflex (RX30/RX34) 
sight for convoy operations and/or Close Combat situations or any other target designators.  
The TA648MGO-M240 incorporates dual-illumination technology using a combination of 
fiber optics and self-luminous tritium. This allows the operator to keep both eyes open while 
engaging close in targets and maintaining maximum situational awareness.

 { 1 GDI Flattop Quick Release Mount
 { 1 Brown Soft Case Pouch
 { 1 Eyepiece Flip Cap
 { 1 Objective Flip Cap with killFlash® 

Anti-Reflection Device (TA97)

 { 1 LENSPEN® (TA56)
 { 1 Lanyard Assembly for Adjuster Caps 

(TA107)
 { 1 ACOG Manual
 { 1 Warranty Card

ACOG TA11MGO-M249
This Machine Gun Optic (MGO) designed specifically for the M249 weapon system. The 
MGO provides the shooter enhanced target identification and increased hit probability out 
to 1000 meters utilizing the Bullet Drop Compensator. With threaded bosses on the eye-
piece housing, the TA11MGO-M249 allows the end user to incorporate the Trijicon RMR™ 
sight for convoy operations and/or close combat situations or any other target designators. 
The TA11MGO-M249 incorporates dual-illumination technology using a combination of 
fiber optics and self-luminous tritium. This allows the operator to keep both eyes open while 
engaging targets and maintaining maximum situational awareness.

Also Includes:
 { 1 GDI Flattop Quick Release Mount
 { 1 Brown Soft Case Pouch
 { 1 Eyepiece Flip Cap
 { 1 Objective Flip Cap with killFlash® 

Anti-Reflection Device (TA97)

 { 1 LENSPEN® (TA56)
 { 1 Lanyard Assembly for Adjuster Caps 

(TA107)
 { 1 ACOG Manual
 { 1 Warranty Card

Trijicon is committed to Customer Satisfaction through the design, 
development, and manufacture of superior quality products 
while offering expert technical support. Trijicon’s commitment to 
continuous improvement of products and services is paramount 
in their endeavors to continue as a world leader in the design and 
manufacture of high quality, innovative sighting systems.

Their line of Brilliant Aiming Solutions™ consists of the following 
products: ACOG® (Advanced Combat Optical Gunsight), 
AccuPoint®, AccuPower™, Bright & Tough™ and HD Night 
Sights, MRO™(Miniature Rifle Optic),  RMR™ (Ruggedized 
Miniature Reflex), and Reflex Sights.

World-Renowned for its Innovative Applications of Tritium and 
Advanced Fiber-Optics, Trijicon Manufactures the most Advanced 
Riflescopes and Sights for Tactical Applications.

Model Item #
ACOG TA11MGO-M249 100168

Model Item #
ACOG TA648MGO-M240 100016

DAY SCOPES  ILLUMINATORS  RANGEFINDERS
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1x25 MRO 2.0 MOA AJD Red Dot, Mount AC 32068 (absolute co-witness)
The Trijicon Miniature Rifle Optic (MRO™) is a reflex-style, sealed sight intended for use on 
rifles, carbines, and shotguns to provide fast target acquisition. It is designed to be used 
with both eyes open, providing the operator with maximum situational awareness. The large 
aperture and tapered light path maximizes the viewing area in such a small optic, allowing 
for fast target engagement – especially from non-standard shooting positions. Advanced 
lens coatings and electronics produce a crisp red dot. The MRO features fully protected 
adjusters that maintain zero even during rough handling, and can be adjusted without 
the need for special tools. Hard-anodized, forged 7075-T6 housing is fully sealed and 
waterproof, providing durability in demanding conditions.

Includes:
 { 1 MRO High Mount (AC32068)
 { 1 Trijicon Logo Sticker (PR15)
 { 1 Lens Cloth

 { 1 MRO Manual
 { 1 Warranty Card
 { 1 MRO Mount Guide

RM06 3.25 MOA Red Dot NS (non-script)
Developed to improve precision and accuracy with any style or caliber of weapon, the 
Trijicon RMR (Ruggedized Miniature Reflex) is designed to be as durable as the legendary 
ACOG. The RM06 is an LED sight powered by a standard CR2032 battery. Housed in rugged 
forged aluminum, the RMR is extremely tough yet lightweight. New easy-to-use adjusters 
with audible clicks allow for quick windage and elevation adjustments. With eight available 
brightness settings, the reticle can be manually adjusted by pressing the plus or minus but-
tons on either side of the unit. The Trijicon RMR is tougher than any alternative and suitable 
for military, law enforcement and hunting applications.

VCOG 1-6x 77gr
The Trijicon 1-6x24 VCOG™ (Variable Combat Optical Gunsight) is a rugged variable 
powered riflescope that accommodates close quarter battle (CQB) and long distance 
marksmanship. It features superior glass quality and light gathering capabilities with 
zero distortion. The bullet drop compensating and ranging reticles allow for the shooter 
to quickly and accurately estimate range and apply the correct hold. The first focal plane 
reticle allows the subtensions and drops to remain true at any magnification. With a forged 
7075-T6 aircraft-aluminum-alloy housing, the VCOG is an exceptionally durable and nearly 
indestructible sighting system. Robust enough for any application, the VCOG utilizes a single 
AA battery, commonly found across the globe and offers 6 adjustable brightness settings for 
the LED reticle.

The VC16-C-1600001 also includes:
 { 1 Thumb Screw Mount (TA51)
 { 1 Lithium AA Battery
 { 1 LENSPEN® (TA56)

 { 1 Trijicon Logo Sticker (PR15)
 { 1 Manual
 { 1 Warranty Card

Model Item #
1x25 MRO 2.0 MOA AJD Red Dot, Mount AC 32068 (absolute co-witness) MRO-C-2200005

Model Item #
RM06 3.25 MOA Red Dot NS (non-script) 700081

Model Item #
VCOG 1-6x 77gr - TA51 Segmented Circle 1600001
VCOG 1-6x 77gr - Horseshoe Dot 1600003

ACOG ECOS
The Trijicon ACOG ECOS is the ultimate sight for both Close Quarter Battle (CQB) situations 
and longer distance shooting where accuracy and pinpoint bullet placement are required. 
This dual-sighting system gives the shooter a distinct tactical advantage with the option of 
either the Trijicon ACOG or RMR sight. With the quick target acquisition of the RMR Sight 
or the precise aiming capabilities provided by the magnified 4 power Trijicon ACOG— the 
shooter has the ability to select the proper aiming solution for the situation at hand—truly 
the best of both worlds. No tools are needed for windage and elevation adjustments because 
the ECOS also features external windage and elevation adjusters, making it waterproof up to 
11m without caps.

Also Includes:
 { 1 3.25 MOA RMR® LED Red Dot Sight 

mounted to ACOG (RM01)
 { 1 Trijicon® Quick Release Mount 

(AC12033)
 { 1 Set of backup Iron Sights
 { 1 LENSPEN® (TA56)

 { 1 Lanyard Assembly for Adjuster Caps 
(TA71E)

 { 1 Trijicon Logo Sticker (PR15)
 { 1 ACOG Manual
 { 1 Warranty Card

Model Item #
ACOG ECOS TA31ECOS
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Troy Industries is a Leading 
U.S. Government Contractor 
that Designs and Manufactures 
Innovative, Top Quality Small 
Arms Components, Accessories 
and Complete Weapon Upgrades. 

Each product is American made and designed to perform 
flawlessly under intense battle conditions. Troy Industries is 
the choice of Special Ops, Law Enforcement and Warfighters 
worldwide, and sets the industry standard for quality  
and durability. 

BATTLEMAG® – 30RD & 10RD
The TROY® BattleMag is the best polymer magazine in the world – hands-down and oper-
ators will save crucial seconds when executing magazine changes. Feed lips and anti-tilt 
follower are reinforced for strength. The aggressive scale pattern provides the ultimate grip 
in dirty or wet conditions. A bolstered floor plate is set flush so that it will not catch other 
magazines when pulled from a pouch. The TROY BattleMag is engineered to function flaw-
lessly with all M4, M16/AR15 & HK416®. It comes with flush and shock absorbing extended 
floor plate. Made from improved TROY proprietary military-grade, chemical, biological and 
impact resistant polymer and extensively tested by Special Ops units, the TROY BattleMag 
outperforms all other polymer magazines in functionality  
and reliability.

 { Colors: Black, Flat Dark Earth, Olive Drab, Tan

BATTLEMAG® 

Contact ADS for more information.

KITS  WEAPONS  WEAPONS COMPONENTS

Front Folding M4 Style BattleSight™
Durability and dead-on accuracy make TROY BattleSights the hands-down first choice of 
Special Ops and Tactical Users Worldwide. TROY’s M4 Front Folding BattleSight is easy to 
install and deploy, with no levers or springs to fumble with, just a push of a button folds 
the sight securely out of the way until you need them again. Featuring a stainless steel 
cross-locking system ensures sights remain upright and zeroed under extreme combat 
conditions, TROY BattleSights are machined from hardened aircraft aluminum and finished 
in MIL-SPEC hardcoat anodizing. 

NOTE: M4 Folding Sights are designed to work on same-plane rail systems only. They will not 
work with a railed gas block that is higher or lower than the receiver.

Model Item #
Front Folding M4 Style BattleSight™ - Black SSIG-FBS-FMBT-00
Front Folding M4 Style BattleSight™ - Tan SSIG-FBS-FMFT-00
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M7A1 PDW 5.56 Upgrade Kit
The retractable stock and short barreled design on TROY® M7A1 upgrade kits make them 
the perfect choice for tactical users, law enforcement, and personal security professionals 
alike.  Utilizing a proprietary, patent pending spring and buffer system and heavy duty latch 
assembly, the refined design makes the TROY M7A1 system rugged, reliable and sturdy.  
Powerful and compact, TROY’s PDW is highly concealable, appropriate for cross-body wear 
or carry in a backpack or case. TROY’s retractable stock and short barreled design make for 
easy entry and exit from a vehicle.

Model Item #
Troy M7A1 PDW 5.56, 7.5" Upgrade Kit - Black SUPG-PDW-75BT-00
Troy M7A1 PDW 5.56, 7.5" Upgrade Kit - Tan SUPG-PDW-75TT-00
Troy M7A1 CQB 5.56, 10.5" Upgrade Kit - Black SUPG-7Q1-10BT-00
Troy M7A1 CQB 5.56, 10.5" Upgrade Kit - Tan SUPG-7Q1-10TT-00

23” Extended

TROY 7.2” Alpha Rail

Medieval™ Muzzle Brake
Keep steady during rapid fire with the TROY® Medieval Muzzle Brake. This rugged brake 
enhances control and accuracy during full auto and rapid fire. The aggressive dia-
mond-shaped teeth are designed for Close Quarters Battle. It’s tough enough to serve as an 
improvised breaching device if the situation calls for it.

Model Item #
Medieval™ Muzzle Brake - 5.56mm SBRA-MED-05BT-00
Medieval™ Muzzle Brake - 6.8/7.65mm SBRA-MED-06BT-00

Claymore Muzzle Brake™
The TROY® Claymore Muzzle Brake directs muzzle blast and sound forward, away from 
the shooter, while retaining effective muzzle brake properties. This rugged muzzle brake 
features a very low dust signature without a swirling effect and is tough enough to serve as 
an improvised breaching device if the situation calls for it.

Model Item #
Claymore Muzzle Brake™ - 5.56mm SBRA-CLM-05BT-00
Claymore Muzzle Brake™ - 6.8/7.65mm SBRA-CLM-06BT-00

M7A1 PDW 5.56, 7.5”
TROY®’s PDW is a modern, compact solution for Close Quarters Battle, replacing 
5.56mm carbines and the 9mm submachine gun. Utilizing a proprietary, patent pending 
spring and buffer system and heavy duty latch assembly, the refined design makes the 
TROY PDW system rugged, reliable and sturdy. Powerful and compact, TROY’s PDW 
is highly concealable, appropriate for cross-body wear or carry in a backpack or case. 
TROY’s retractable stock and short barreled design make for easy entry and exit from a 
vehicle. Featuring a 7.2” Alpha Rail®, ambidextrous safety selector and legendary TROY 
BattleSights™, the M7A1 PDW is the perfect choice for tactical users, law enforcement and 
personal security professionals alike.

Model Item #
M7A1 PDW 5.56, 7.5" - Black SCAR-PDW-75BT-00
M7A1 PDW 5.56, 7.5" - Tan SCAR-PDW-75TT-00
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PLRF25C
The PLRF25C is the newest generation of the Vectronix Pocket Laser Range Finder – offer-
ing the smallest, most powerful MILSPEC eye-safe Laser Range Finder available.  Ranging 
measurements up to 4,000 m, as well as accurate angle measurements, are no problem 
for the lightweight, compact unit.  Weight 500 g and measuring only 131 x 88 x 56 mm, the 
PLRF25C is ready for combat operation in the most extreme conditions.  The ergonomic 
design of the PLRF25C allows one-handed use of the device, fits easily into any pocket, 
and is water resistant up to 1 m deep for 30 minutes (optional 10 m).  Power is provided 
by a commercial CR123 battery, sufficient capacity for more than 3,000 measurements.  
Optional Bluetooth communication is available.

Model Item #
PLRF25C 910046
PLRF25C BT 910047

VECTOR
VECTOR is a far-ranging, highly reliable handheld laser range finder with a digital magnetic 
compass. VECTOR is available with a range capability of 12,000 m (VECTOR 21) or of 
25,000 m (VECTOR 23). In daylight mode, all VECTOR models have a binocular field of view 
of 6.75° (120 mils) at 7x magnification.  VECTOR 21 is also available with the optional night 
vision capability (VECTOR 21 Nite). At night, in image intensified mode, the VECTOR 21 Nite 
presents a monocular field of view of 8° (142 mils) at 4.5x magnification. Individual models 
offer additional features such as Bluetooth wireless connectivity or night operation capability.

Model Item #
VECTOR 21 901562
VECTOR 21 Nite (Photonis XD-4™) 902160
VECTOR 21 Nite (Photonis XR-5™) 905201
VECTOR 21 BT 902627
VECTOR 23 906098

Vectronix is a Leader in the 
Development of Integrated  
Multi-Function Handhelds, 
State-of-the-Art Modules, 
and Precision Systems that 
Deliver Accurate, Reliable, and 
Field-Proven Observation and 
Precision Targeting.

Leveraging core competencies, Vectronix supports the activities 
of the United States military and homeland security communities. 
Vectronix is a wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary of Vectronix AG of 
Heerbrugg (Switzerland), and is part of Sagem (Safran group), an 
aerospace, defense, and security company. Vectronix maintains U.S. 
based research and development through its subsidiary, Optics 1, 
Inc., and manufacturing operations in its headquarters in Bedford, 
New Hampshire.

LASERS  RANGEFINDERS  THERMAL / FUSED
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MOSKITO
MOSKITO is a fully-integrated, highly reliable day/night 
handheld laser range finder with a digital magnetic compass. 
It includes all the essential day/night viewing, measuring and 
geo-location functions in a compact and user-friendly pack-
age. With the turn of a swivel lever, users can switch from 
day to night viewing in seconds. Optional GPS capability and 
optional Bluetooth capability are available on MOSKITO.

Model Item #
MOSKITO 907968
MOSKITO BT 907969
MOSKITO GPS 910107
MOSKITO GPS BT 910537

LRTV
The LRTV is a compact, multi-functional, fully integrated 
device that includes all essential observation, detection, 
location, and targeting functions that users need to 
effectively complete missions. It contains seven mission-
essential capabilities including:  cooled thermal imager, 
day color imager, laser pointer, laser range finder, digital 
magnetic compass, GPS, and color camera display. 
The LRTV is battlefield-ready with its highly robust and 
ruggedized casing. The latest multimedia interfaces are 
used to control and manage data and images, making it 
interoperable with various systems and equipment and other 
Soldier Modernization Programs.

Model Item #
LRTV US Mod Kit 907060
LRTV VGA 911460

COTI Monocular
The Clip-On Thermal Imager (COTI) attaches to most I2 
devices and provides a thermal image overlay for enhanced 
situation awareness.  Standard PVS-7, 14, 15,18, AND 23 
night vision goggles can easily be upgraded to provide both 
I2 and thermal information in one unit. The COTI weighs 5 
ounces with a single A123 battery and can operate for 3.5 
hours. If the optional battery pack is used, an additional 8.5 
hours of operating time is possible. The COTI provides a 20° 
field of view and a detection range through all environments 
of better than 500M. The system can be set for full thermal, 
patrol, or outline mode and it also can display both white 
hot and black hot polarity.  Also available are selectable 
environmental modes optimized for rain, desert, arctic, 
urban, and jungle operation.

Model Item #
COTI Eyepiece Adaptor 909946
COTI Auxiliary Battery Pack Kit 909947
COTI Mounting Bracket, Various NVG 909665
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Dual Powered Aviation Mount (DPAM) Kit
The (DPAM) Dual Powered Aviation Mount integrates 
existing ANVS-6/9, M949, F4949, F5050, and GPNVG 
Night Vision Goggles with Wilcox’s standards for firm 
attachment to ballistic and non ballistic helmets. The DPAM 
Mounting System utilizes a ball-detent interface, and a wide 
range of adjustments for proper fit and function. A battery 
compartment stores one (1) CR123 battery to power the 
internal backup power supply, a power mode selection 
switch allows the operator to choose between the external 
power supply or the internal backup battery. A switch guard 
is provided to prevent snag and also features a battery 
indicator light to alert pilot, crewman, & operators when 
battery life is low.

 { Colors: Black, Tan

Model Item #
DPAM Kit 62100G04

L4 G41 Mount Kit
The Wilcox L4 G41 Low Profile Breakaway Mount allows 
firm attachment of a variety of NVGs to MICH/ACH and ECH 
helmets using a one or three-hole Hybrid Shroud. This NVG 
mounting system allows the mount to “break away” from the 
base under a stressed conditions. The Wilcox L4 G41 option 
features a Wilcox Hybrid shroud, and provides easy attach-
ment of the mount to any helmet drilled with a standard one 
or three-hole configuration.

 { Colors: Black, Tan

Model Item #
L4 G41 Mount Kit 56100G41

KITS  MOUNTS

Lo-Pro Shroud
This new dual mount kit is the answer you’ve been looking 
for for your ANVIS style NVGs.  The low profile shroud 
improves eye relief, bringing goggles mounted on the 
Wilcox L4 series mounts closer to your eyes. This three-hole 
shroud fits Ops-Core, Team Wendy, ACH, MICH and Crye 
Air Frame helmets.  Backed by Wilcox’s lifetime warrantee 
and built with aerospace grade aluminum, this shroud offers 
lightweight as well as the durability you expect from the 
Wilcox name.

Contact ADS for more information.
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EOTECH

Binocular Bridge for MUM-14/GT-14
Designed specifically for the MUM-14/GT-14 this Patent 
Pending Binocular Bridge allows for attachment of the NVG 
to the helmet with the option of using as a monocular or 
binocular system. The MUM-14/GT-14 Bridge fits into our 
standard G24 NVG mount and provides a solid mounting 
platform and several adjustment points for a precise fit. The 
MUM -14/GT-14 Bridge also allows the operator to flip up 
the NVG, and stow flat against the helmet when not being 
used and can be switched between the different mounting 
options without the need of special tools or having to take 
the mount off the helmet.

Model Item #
Binocular Bridge for MUM-14/GT-14 61300G05-B

RAPTAR
The Wilcox RAPTAR is a lightweight, integrated technology 
system.  RAPTAR harnesses and fuses an Infra-Red (IR)
Laser, a Visible Laser, IR Flood, and a Laser Range Finder 
(LRF) all within a single, compact, ruggedized all-weather 
package. The system is designed to be repairable unlike any 
current system in the field and has the ability to be upgraded 
and expanded with emerging technology, producing an 
overall cost savings throughout the life cycle.

Model Item #
RAPTAR 57200G02
RAPTAR - Lite 57200G10

Flip Mounts
Wilcox’s Line of Flip Mounts are designed for the EOTECH 
and Aimpoint Magnifiers, and are designed in several config-
urations with each version meant to flip out of the way when 
not in use and return to zero when back in operational mode.

Model Item #
Flip Mount - EOTECH 61100G01
Flip Mount - Aimpoint 61100G14

Wilcox Delivers Solutions 
Designed and Manufactured to 
Address the technology Shortfalls 
Operators Encounter.

With nearly 30 years of experience in manufacturing Wilcox 
has built a reputation as a proven performer.  Wilcox products 
are engineered for toughness and provide solutions to the 
technology shortfalls that military and law enforcement 
encounter.  From maritime to aerial operation Combat Systems 
designed for operations and NVG’s mounting systems, to small 
arms systems and enhancements, Wilcox products deliver 
comfort, safety, and state-of-the-art technology to enhance your 
operations.  Wilcox solutions include:

 Mounts & Shrouds
 Audio Visual Solutions
 Friend-Or-Foe Devices
 NVG Interface Systems  

 & Accessories
 Binocular & Monocular  

 Accessories

 Fire Control Systems
 Powered Rails
 Vertical Grips
 Weapon Mounts
 Weapon Video Displays

Aimpoint
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Otis’ cleaning systems not only extend the life of your 
weapons, they’ll help you win the budget battle as well. 
Compact and easy to use, your troops will appreciate 
the packable portability and the proven advantage of 
pulling fouling out of the barrel rather than pushing 
it in. Faster, superior cleaning. Better functioning 
weapons. Reduced spending and less waste. It’s all 
right there in the palm of your hand. 

It’s quick. It’s simple. It’s Smart Gun Care.

 otistec.com

Give your troops the proven advantage  
of Breech-to-Muzzle® cleaning.

ADVANCED PROTECTION 
IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND.

I-MOD CLEANING SYSTEM  
5.56mm / 9mm*

MFG-901-556-9

Berry Compliant

*Other configurations available.

THANK YOU TO OUR MEN AND WOMEN IN UNIFORM.

USA
MADE IN



TROY 
M7A1 PDW 
STOCK KIT

*PDW Stock Kit Featured on TROY Alpha Carbine US Patent No.: US 9,121,663 B2

Visit WorldOfTroy.com/PDW or call 866.788.6412.

RUGGED, RELIABLE 
AND COMPACT. 
6 positions for up to 3” of extension  //  Proprietary Bolt Carrier Group  
Includes spring, buffer system and HD latch assembly

THERE IS ONLY ONE  
NAME TO REMEMBER



LEUPOLD.COM  © 2015 Leupold + Stevens, Inc. 

The versatile Mark 6 1-6x20mm: For when it counts. With a 34mm maintube, daylight 
bright illumination and a CMR-W reticle, this scope is made for the world’s best warriors. 
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